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Many products or production systems are complex systems, and 
estimating the reliability of the total system is important. As the 
final complex system is expensive, it is not possible in many cases 
to test a sufficient number of products to obtain an accurate estimate 
of system reliability. Because statistical experimentation over the 
complex system is expensive, it is often necessary to predict or esti-
mate system reliability bl.sed on component or subsystem test data. 
When a system configuration is defined, a simulation technique 
can be applied to estimate system reliability by using a Monte Carlo 
sampling technique bl.sed upon historical component data which provides 
a Bayesian prior distribution. 
For a success-failure component, the distribution is often 
assumed to have Beta probl.bility density function. For a tillle-to-
failure component, the distribution of the failure rate is often 
assumed to follow a Gamma density function. To achieve the desirable 
result of the distribution of system reliability, accurate and fast 
uniform, Beta, and Gamma deviate generators should be provided. 
Chapter II describes brief assessments of some of the previous 
methods for obtaining Beta and Gamma deviates. Chapter III presents 
fast methods for generating Beta and Gamma deviates. Also a uniform 
pseudo-random deviate generator is discussed. Chapter IV discusses 
the relationship between component and system reliability. The 
l 
characterization of the distribution of system reliability resulting 
from using the Monte Carlo simulation technique is also discussed as 
a part of the conclusions. 
2 
CHAPTER II 
PREVIOUS METHODS OF GENERATING 
BETA AND GAMMA DEVIATES 
There are three basic general techniques (as opposed to 
specialized "trick" methods) for genera.ting deviates from continuous 
probability distributions, the "inverse transformation 111.ethod," the 
"rejection method," and the "composition method." These methods or 
some variation of them give random deviates which simulate most of the 
continuous distributions (36). 
For the inverse transformation method, the cumulative distribu-
tion ftlllction (cdf), corresponding to a probability density ftlllction 
(pdf), can be inverted by using values selected from the tllliform 
distribution. Suppose deviates X are to be sampled from the p:lf f(x). 
Then 
F(x) = j_~ f(w) dw 
is the cdf corresponding to f(x). If F(x) is continuous and strictly 
increasing, it takes on all values between 0 and 1, and there is an 
inverse ftlllction F-1(y) such that, if O< y< 1, y = F(x) if and only if 
x = F-1(y). 
An easy way to compute a random variable X with a continuous 
strictly increasing distribution F(x) is set X = F-1(u). For the 
probability that X x is the probability that F-1(u) ~ x. Consequently, 
F-1(u1) is a random variable that has probability density. 
J 
l/b 




F(x) = 1 - exp(-x/b) 
0 
3b 














Figure 1. Inverse Transformation Method 
4 
Theorem: Let the random variable X have a continuous strictly 
increasing distribution function Fon the interva~ [a,b]. Then the 
random variable Y = F(x) has a uniform distribution over the interval 
lo, l] . 
Proof: Denote G the distribution function of Y. Then 
G(y) = P(YS. y) = P(F(x) i y) 
{ 
0 y< 0 
= P1(X~ F-1(y)) = F(F-1 (y)) = y O~y~l 
liy 
where as. F-1 (y) :i b. These three random events {Y'S. y} , { F(X) ~ y} , 
and{X'iF-1(y)} are equivalent, therefore their pro'tabilities are 
equal. 
In many cases the inverse tra.nsf orm.ation method is not :practical 
unless the inverse function F-1(ui) can be obtained explicitly. 
Secondly, if a probability density function f(x) is boWld.ed and 
x has a. finite range, the rejection techniques (44) can be used to 
generate random deviates. The application of this technique requires 
the following steps: 
1) Normalize the range of f(x) by a scale factor s, such that 
s · f(x) ~ 1, a :S x ~ b. 
2) Generate :pairs of uniform random deviates u0 and ~· 
3) Define x as a linear function·of u0 such as 
x = a+ (b - a)·u0• 
4) Whenever there is a pair of random deviate that satisfies 
the conditional probability relationship 
u1 ~ s · f(x), 
then accept u0 and use 
x = a + (b - a) u0 
5 
. . . 
: acceptance :· . 
. ·.. re-<Mon 
--, o-
:: • I 
. . : .. 
- "----,---------:. -; 
s ~ f(x) s. l, 
f(x) ~ h(x) 
for all x. 
Figure 2. Rejection Method 
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as random deviate generated. Otherwise, reject u0 and 
repeat steps from 2. 
7 
The theory behind this method is based on the fact that the probability 
of U being less than or equal to s · f(x) is exactly f(x). Consequently, 
an x accepted at random from the range (a,b) will have exactly the 
probability density function f(x) dx. The expected number of trials 
before a successful pair is found is equal to l/s. This implies that 
this method may be quite inefficient for certain probability density 
function. 
The composition method (14) samples from a probability density 
function by composing properly selected density functions which make 
the desired probability density function f(y) such that 
f(y) = j~ g2 (y) dH(z) 
where g (y) is a probability density function which depends on the 
z 
parameter z; further H(z) is the cumulative distribution function of 
random variable z. In order to generate random deviates Y having a 
probability density function f(y), one draws a deviate having the 
cumulative distribution function H(z); then draw a second sample 
having the probability density function g (y). 
z 
Beta Random Variables 
A beta random variable X has a probability density function 









B(a, b) = J: ta-l (1 - t) b-l dt, 
The probability density function has mean equal to a/(a + b). 
The variance is 
ab/((a + b)2 (a+ b + 1)) 
and the mode is 
(a - 1) / (a + b - 2) where a > 1, b) 1. 
The beta probability density function has various shapes corresponding 
to the sizes of the parameters. 
The probability integral of the probability density function up to 
x is called the incomplete beta function ratio and is denoted by 
I (a,b), so that 
x 
F(x) 
I ( b) 1 \x ta.-l (1 - t)b-l dt. 
x a, = B(a,b) Jo 
Figure 4. Beta Cumulative Distribution Functions 
x 
9 
Methods for Generating Beta Deviates 
Four different previous techniques for obtaining beta deviates 
are analyed. The methods are from M.D. Johnk (17), an inverse beta 
probability distribution function subroutine (MDBETI) from Inter-
national Mathematics and Statistical Libraries (IMSL) (7), an 
a,pproximation to the inverse beta probability distribution function 
from National Bureau of Standards (1), and Ahrens-Dieter (2). 
Johnk's Method 
Johnk has shown that if X and Y are chosen from independent 
standard uniform distributions in the interval (0,1) then the condi-
tional distribution x1/a given that 
xl/a + yi/b ~ l, 
is a standard beta distribution with parameter a and b. In other 
words, if u1 and u2 are continuous uniform random variables and 
then if X + Y ~ 1, 
z = x x + y 
follows a beta distribution with distribution function 
f( ) = fP (a + bj 
z r'(a) r"(b O::S:z~l. 
This method is implemented in FORTRAN in IMSL under the function 









a = l/a 
b = l/b 
Obtain two uniform deviates, u1 and ~· 
x =~a 
y = u b 2 
If x + y is greater than 1, then go to step 3. 
Otherwise d = x/(x + y) and accept d as beta deviate. 
Though this method is exact and simple to implement, a computer may 
require a.n enormous excution time to obtain a deviate if "a." a.nd "b" 
are large. This mea.ns that step 6 requires a lot of rejections to 
satisfy the condition 
Using the compiler WATFIV in IBM 370 Model 1,58, for the parameter 
value a = 10, b = 10, the function subroutine GGBTA from IMSL took 
more than one minute computing time to obtain a beta deviate. This 
rejection technique consumes a time which increases without bound, to 
obtain one deviate, as "a" and "b" increase. Even for a = 10 and 
b = 10 it is completely impractical, obviously. 
Inverse Incomplete Beta Distribution Function Subroutine 
An IMSL package subroutine MDBETI computes the values of 
perceQtage point (deviate), x, such that the probe.bility of a beta 
(a,b) random variable being not greater than xis p, where the 
para.meters, a and b, and the value of probability, p, are given. 
MDBETI finds x at the zero of the function Ix(a,b) - p by the bisec-
tion method. In the computation procedure MDBETI bisects an interval 
on x axis and evaluates the probability at x by calling the incomplete 
11 
beta probability function subroutine MDBETA in the IMSL Library 
repea.tedly until the absolute value of function Ix(a,b) - p is less 
than or equal to l·E - 5. The maximum number of iterations is JO. 
F(x) 
1.0 
p ---4 i--~~~~~~~~~~~ 
0.5 
0 0.5 x. 1 1.0 




MDBETA is based on the CACM algorithm 179 (Incomplete Beta Ratio) 




= s.xa (r +a) + xa(l - x)b. ~(a+ b)·t 




(1 - r). a 
a+i i 
(1 - r)i = 1, 
= (1 - r)(2 - r) •••• (i - r) 
= r (1 + i - r) ("" (1 - r) 
t.bJ 
t = ~ b(b - 1) .... (b - i + 1) 
,!___. (a+ b - l)(a + b - 2) •••• (a + b - i) 
.i=l 
i = 0 
i "> 0 
where b is equal to the largest integer less than b. If b = O, 
then t = O, and r is defined as 
r = 1 , if b is an integer 
r = b - [b], otherwise. 
Since MDBETI uses an iterative searching method, a lot of 
computation time ii:; required to find a deviate. Even if MDBETI has 
* the convergence criteria for which Ix - xi is not greater than 
* 1 E - 5 a.nd IIx(a,b) - Pl is not greater than l·E - 4, wheI;"e x is 
* defined by Ix (a,b) = p, ~he absolute error is greater than l·E - 5 at 
the tail of the beta cumulative distribution function. This mea.ns 
that the limit of JO iterations was reached before the convergence 











































The above table is the result of an error analysis on subroutine 
MDBETI (21, 22). For this analysis, one hundred percentage points 
were taken from .01, in increments of .01, up to 1.0, corresponding 
14 
15 
to the values used in Pearson's tables (JS), Given a set of combina-
tions of integer parameter values of a and b from 1 up to 110, each of 
the probability values were computed by a beta probability function 
subroutine, denoted by FBETA (21). Then the computed values of 
probability were taken as input data for the inverse beta distribu-
tion function subroutine, MDBETI, and values of percentage points 
(random deviates) were computed, The difference in input and output 
values of the percentage point were c~nsidered to be the error. 
A series expansion of the incomplete beta function ratio is used 
for development of the FBETA function subroutine from Harter (15). 
) = r" (a + b) Ix(a,b r(a) r(b) 
= r 
0 
b-i t- li + l.) i 
= 1 _ (1 _ x)b I x 
i=o 
which is derived by the substitution of a hypergeometric function into 
the incomplete beta function ratio. When a is a positive integer, the 
equation can be put in the form 
b ~ (b + 1) ! 
Ix(a., b) = 1 - (1 - x) Ll + bx + 2 (b _ l)! x2 + 
J!(b-1)! 
(b + 2) ! XJ + (b + 3) ! 
4 t (b - 1) ! 
4 
x + ••• + 
(b - 2 + 1) ~ 
(i - 1) (b - l)~ 
i-1 x + b-l+i! it b - 1 
16 
(b + 1) ! 
(i + l)! (b - l)! i+l (b- 2 + a)t xa-1] x + • .. + (a - 1) ! (b - l)! 
For simplification of the computational procedure in the computer 
program, the factor 
( b + i - 1) ! xi • _,.-__,C._;;:b_+.,-,-=:i-:---=2..._) !--:-:-
i ! (b - 1) I • (i - 1) ! (b - l)~ = _(_Q_ + i = 1) x i 
is multiplied by the (i - 1)-th term to get the value of the i-th 
term which is added to the sum of the preceding i - 1 terms, 
i = 2,J, ••• , a-1. Underflow or overflow problems are prevented by 
using logarithmic and exponential transformations in the FBETA 
function subroutine. The result of the computations in double 
precision was compared with Pearson's tables (38), agreement occurring 
within seven digits after the decimal point. 
An Approximation to Inverse Beta Distribution Function 
Because of difficulty in the inverse transformation of beta 
cwnulative distribution function, use was ma.de of an approximation to 
the inverse beta distribution function obtained from the National 
Bureau of Standards (1) which uses Hasting's approximation to the 
normal percentage point y (16), where p 
P = _l_ l.,, .-1/2,l du, 
{2i( 
Yp 
y = t -p 
co = 2.515517 
c = .802853 1 
for 
for 
0 < p ~ .5 
.5< P< 1.0 
c = .010328 2 d3 = .001308 
The value of the percentage point x of an incomplete inverse p 




p a+ be2w 
w = y (h + 1)1/ 2 ( 1 
_:_p_ h - 2b - 1 
17 
- ( l h - 2 2a - 1 + 
s = 
2 
y - J p 
6 
-2b~.:-1-Y1 
This function computes a deviate relatively fast. But the 
function gives too crude an approximation to use. An error analysis 
also performed by the same procedure used for MDBETI. 
TABLE II 
MAXIMUM ERROR FROM APPROXIMATION FUNCTION 
Input Output 
Percentage Percentage Absolute 
a b Point Probability Point Error 
-----
1 1 .59 .59000 .46496 .125o4 
20 20 .52 .59928 .49421 .02579 
50 50 .50 .50000 .48246 .017_54 
50 40 .56 .53061 .46727 .09273 
100 100 .50 .50000 .48761 .01239 
100 110 .47 .42964 .5o436 .0)436 
18 
19 
Ahrens-Dieter Methods (Beta) 
Ahrens and Dieter (2) developed a technique, involving a rejec-
tion method. from a normal distribution, which generates beta deviates. 
This method applied the inequality 
where A = a - 1, B = b - 1, C = A + B = a + b - 2, a > 1, b > 1 and 
0 :! x ~ 1. The left hand side of the above inequality is proportional 
to the beta (a,b) density. The right one is proportional to the 
density of a normal distribution with mean m = A/C and standard 
deviation s = 1/(2.{C). The resulting rejection algorithm reads 
as following: 
1) Set A = a - 1, B = b - 1, C = A + B, L = C ln C, m = A/C 
and s = .5/-/C. 
2) Take a sample t from the standard. normal distribution and 
compute x = t·s + m. 
J) If x < 0 or x ) 1 go to step 2. 
4) Generate u from uniform distribution. 
If ln u > A ln (x/A) + B ln ( (1 - x)/B) + L + .5 s2 
(u ~ f(x)/g(x), where f(x) is beta, g(x) is normal distribu-
tion) then reject x and go to step 2. Otherwise accept 
x as a beta deviate. 
The expected number E of trials (step 2) per complete sample 
works out to 
E = (1/2X/C)1/ 2 AA BB r7 (a + b)/(CC r' (a) r' (b)) 
20 
l/2(A + B)/(A B)1/ 2 
The approximation is based on Stirling's formula and is good except 
for small a and b. It follows that the method attains maximum 
efficiency in the symmetrical case a = b. For the symmetric cases the 
computation time is bounded, but the other cases the time increases as 
one of the beta parameters is increased. This method is relatively 
faster than the methods mentioned previously, but it shows an 
inefficiency in the cases of nonsyrnmetric beta density because the 
number of rejection, which falls outside of domain of beta density 
function, is increased. This technique is definitely inadequate to 
sample deviates which represent a high or low probability of component 
reliability. 
TABLE III 
COMPUTING TIME FOR AHRENS-DIETER METHOD (BETA) 
1 2 
.5 10 20 50 
1 752 939 1197 1581 2319 
2 617 633 693 809 1108 
5 .597 612 677 860 
10 576 600 710 
20 568 612 
50 596 
100 
Computation is performed to sample 1000 deviates by CDC 00. 










Gamma Random Variable 
A gamma random variable Y has a probability density function 
1 f(y) =---~(a.) ba 
a-1 y -y/b e , o~ y. 
22 
This gamma probability density function has mean at ab. The variance 
is a~ and the mode is (a - l)b, where a 1. The standard form of the 
distribution is obtained by putting b = 1, giving 
g(y) 
a-1 -y 
= Y e 
r (a) o~ y. 
If the random variable X has a gamma distribution with scale para.meter 
a, and also the random variable Y has a gamma distribution with unit 
scale parameter and shape parameter a, then the variable relationship 
is X = b Y. 
The chi-square random variable z may be obtained using the 
variable relationship Z = 2X/b with r degrees of freedom, where 
a = r/2. The gamma distrib~tion provides a wide variety of functional 
shapes. The gamma probability density function has the cumulative 
distribution function 
F(y) = 
a-1 -u ~u'--..,......,-l=e:-- du 
r(a) 0-S y 
23 
1.0 









Figure 7. Gamma Cumulative Distribution Functions 
Methods for Generating Gamma Deviate 
Four different previous methods from Naylor (36), International 
Mathematics and Statistical Libraries (7), Greenwood (lJ), and 




We already know that if the random variables V. have independent 
1 
exponential distributions with common parameter u, where 
i = 1,2, ••• , a, then the sum of the independent exponential random 
variables is a gamma random variable when a is an integer. Let V have 
an exponential probability density function 
f(v) = 1 b 
and distribution function 
F(v) =i b 
-v/b e , O~v 
-u/b -v/b 
e du = 1 - e 
Then we use the uniform random variable U and set 
u = F(v) = 1 - log(l - u). 
Since U is a uniform variable, it is easily seen that 1 - U is also a 
uniform variable. Hence we may save a step by obtaining an exponen-
tial deviate as 
A random minimization method (Composition Method) which also can 
compute an exponentially distributed variable without using the 
logarithm subroutine is due to Von Neumann, George Ma.rsaglia, and 
Knuth (20, 27, 44). The idea is based on the fact that if c = 1/(e - 1) 
26 
and if the random variable n takes value 1, 2, 3, ••• with 
probabilities c, c/2 , c/J , ••• and if independently the random 
variable m takes values 0, l, 2, ••• with probabilities l/(ce), l/(ce2), 
l/(ce3), ••• , then the random variable 
has the exponential distribution 
P (X i a) = 1 - e -a O~a 
The computational algorithm is 
1) Compute p. = 1 - ej and 
J 
Q. = (e - 1)-l (1 + -tt-+ ... + --+) 
J J. 
where j is extended until the values are equal to the 
largest fraction which can be held in a computer word. 
2) set j = 1, and generate independent uniform deviates, 
·3) 
4) 
~ and ~, and set x = u2• 
If u1< Qj' then go to step 4. 
set j = j + 1, and generate a uniform deviate, u. 
J 
and if x > u . , set x = u . • Go to step 3. 
J J 
5) Generate a new uniform deviate, ~' and set j = 1. 
'· 6) If u3< Pj, then accept x as an exponential deviate. Otherwise, 
set j = j + 1, x = x + 1 and go to step 5. 
This algorithm is reasonably fast; on the average only 2.582 
uniform deviates are calculated per single exponential deviate. 
27 
It may well be faster than calculating the logarithm of a single 
uniform deviate, 
When the exponential deviates are available, the gamma deviate 
is 
G\J I( 
=L 1 L 1 a y v. = -b log u. = --log If u. l ]. b i=l l i::: i i=i 
This technique is exact mathematically, but it is valid only for 
obta.ining random deviates from gamma distributions with an integer 
shape parameter, As the magnitude of the shape parameter gets larger, 
not only does the computational time get larger in proportion b.lt also 
the many successive multiplication of uniform deviates can cause an 
underflow problem (lJ). 
Function Subroutine GGTMAJ from IMSL 
This method is for generating gamma deviate over integral and 
non-integral values of the gamma shape parameter a. It involves 
three techniques; one generates a deviate from the beta distribution, 
the second generates a deviate from the exponential distribution, then 
the third uses the first and second to generate a gamma deviate. 
Suppose tha.t Y is chosen from a gamma distribution with a non-
integral shape parameter. We know that the sum of two independent 
gamma random variables will give another gamma random variable with 
the sum of the two shape parameter values. Then the variate relation 
can be expressed as 
Y=Q+R 
where Q has an integer parameter, R has a fractional pa.rt of shape 
parameter value such as 
d = c - [c] , 
where [ c] is integer pa.rt of c. Let Z be an independent beta random 
variable with parameter d and 1 - d, and V be an independent exponen-
tial random variable with unit parameter. Then we have the variate 
relationship with the scale parameter b, 
R = bZ·V. 
To see this we note that 
f(z,v) = 1 r(d) f"(l - d) Os.z~ 1, O~v 
g(r,v) O!r O~z 
then 
00 l g(r, v) 
0 
h(r) = -r/b r e , O~r 
has a gamma. probability density function with shape parameter d and 
scale parameter b. Consequently, the desired gamma variate with 
non-integral shape parameter is obtained by the variate relationship 
Y = b(X + Z· V). 
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The function subroutine GGTMAJ. from IMSL generates gamma deviates 
as following: 
1) Compute [c] as the largest integer value in the shape pa.ra.meter. 
2) Compute the non-integral pa.rt by d = c - [c] • 
3) Generate a gamma deviate, x, using Naylor's method with 
integer para.meter [c]. 
4) Generate a beta deviate z with parameter d and 1 - d using 
Johnk's method. 
5) Generate an exponential deviate v. 
6) Compute a gamma deviate y = b(x + zv). 
This method, using a transformation of the gamma probability 
density function, is exact. However, it also requires a great deal of 
time to generate a deviate. The computational time is also proportional 
to the size of shape parameter. 
The Kolmogorov goodness of fit test (8) was applied to this method 
before a new fast method was available. A set of 99 gamma random 
deviates were taken from the GGTMAJ function subroutine using a set of 
pa.rameter values a and b. These gamma deviates were used as input 
values to compute the values of probability, which should be distributed 
uniformly in the interval (0,1) if the subroutine is accurate. The 
Kolmogorov goodness-of-fit test was used to indicate the accuracy of 
the subroutine by testing the null hypothesis that the distribution is 
uniform on the interval (0,1). The theoretical uniform distribution 
function is U(i) = i/99 where i = 1,2, ••• , 99. 
An accurate gamma probability distribution function subroutine, FGAi'1MA, 
was developed to be used in the procedure of Kolmogorov goodness-of-fit 
test. The gamma density function is defined by 
n n-1 -xt t x e h ( x) = --=----=---=----T"' (n) x, n, t > 0 
O<p~l 
and let x = -t ln y, y = e-x/t, dy = (-1/t) e-x/t, then 
When n is an integer, after integration and evaluation term by term 
H(p) =pt [l + (-t ln p) + 
2 (-t ln PL+ 
2! 
(-t ln p)3 
3! 
+ ••• +. (-t ln p)i + ii • •• + ( -t 1n P )n-1] (n - lJl 
In the FGAMMA function subroutine, the factor 
( )i-1 
-t ln p _ -t ln p 
i - 1 - ii 
is multiplied by the (i - 1)-th term to obtain the value of the ith 
term which is added to the sum of preceding i - 1 terms, where 
JO 
i = 1, 2, ••• , n - 1. This process is repeated until all of the 
terms of series a.re exhausted. The underflow or overflow problem is 
prevented by using logarithmic and exponential transformations. The 
value of the percentage point p is transformed into z = e-pJ'ii to 
check with the values in Pearson's tables. Pearson's incomplete gamma 
distribution function (39) is given by 
I(u,n) = 
n -x x e 
n 
dx, n > 0, u ') 0 
The result of the computation in double precision was compared with 
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*Difference between empirical cumulative distribution function and 
uniform CUJ11ulative distribution function. 
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Ahrens-Dieter Method (Ga.mm.a) 
Ahrens and Dieter (2) developed a fast method, using a rejection 
technique from normal and exponential distribution, which generates 
gamma deviates. A normal density function can not encase a:ny gamma 
density function curve completely. No matter how the parameter of 
normal density function is chosen some pa.rt of the tail of the gamma 
density curve sticks out. A combination of a normal density which 
envelops the bulk of the gamma distribution, with an exponential 
density which covers the tail of the gamma density makes it possible to 
encase all of the gamma. density. Let f(x), g(x), and h(x) be pro:por-
tional to standard. gamma, normal, and exponential probability density 
functions respectively. 
Let 
f(x) = (x/(a - l))a-l exp (-(x - a+ 1)), O~ x 
g ( x) = exp ( -( x - (a - 1) ) 2 / ( 2 (a + c J"i) ) ) , O :S: x ~ b 
h(x) = (b/(a - l) )a-l exp (-(1 - (a - l)/b)x), b < x 
rr.;y;;- . ' 1/2 
where c =iu'J and b =a - 1 + (J/2) c(a + c a) , a is the gamma 
shape parameter. Then f(x) i g(x) for O ~ x ! b and f(x) ~ h(x) for 
b ~ x~ oo. The areas under g(x) and h(x) a.re 
G = 
r+oo t .. g(x} dx : {2Jt (a + c.[B.}}1/ 2 
00 
H = j b h{x} dx • (b/(a - l))a.-l {b/b _ {a _ 1))) 0 -{b-{a-l)) 
The majoring functions are g(x) in (-oo, b] and h(x) + g(x) in [b,oo). 
However, all x from g(x) are discarded. if they lie outside of the 
interval [O,b). 
The algorithm is 
1) Generate a uniform deviate~· 
2) If ~ ~ H/(G + H), then go to step 5. 
J) Take a deviate s from the standard nonnal distribution, 
x = m + vs, m = a - 1, v = ~(a+ cJa). If x < O or x > b, 
then go to step 1. 
4) Generate ~· If u2 ~ f(x)/g(x) then accept x as a gamma 
deviate. Otherwise, go to step 1. 
5) Take a deviate s from the standard exponential distribution 
and set x = b + bs/(b - (a - 1)). 
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6) ~ ~ f(x)/h(x), then accept x as a gamma deviate, otherwise go 
to step 1. 
The steps 2, 4, and 6 have b0en modified onlyfor better computation 
performance in the final implementation. This method works if the 
shape parameter value a is greater than 2.53278. An additional 
algorithm is required for the case of parameter value a is less than 
2.53278. The computation time is given in chapter III for the purpose 
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Figure 8. Ahrens-Dieter Method (Gamma) 
J.5 
Greenwood Method 
Greenwood (1J) also presented a fast rejection method for 
generating gamma random deviates. Using the Wilson-Hilferty transfor-
mation (18, 45), if a random variable Y has standard normal 
probability density, then 
Z = d (1 - 2/aii +,j?:19d Y)3 
has approximately a chi-squared distribution with d degrees of 
freedom. The standardized. chi-squared distribution tends to a unit 
normal distribution as the number of degrees of freedom increases. 
Putting d = 2a, the above variate relation gives 
which has approximately the gamma distribution 
g(x) = 
a-1 -x x e 
r(a) x > 0, a>O 
A minor correction of the random variable H is given for better 
accuracy by Pogurova (21) as 
which gives values of percentile points correct to six significant 
figures for a~ 25. 
To generate an exact gamma random deviate the rejection technique 
is applied 
1) Generate a normal deviate y. 
2) Compute an approximate gamma deviate by 
:3) Generate a uniform deviate u. 
4) If u ~ g(t)/f(t) then accept t as a gamma deviate. Otherwise, 
reject t and go to step 1. 
A fast and accurate normal deviate generator is also necessary to 
obtain a gamma deviate with desired conditions. Greenwood used a 
transformation to polar coordinates. 
V = R cos w, Z = R sin w. 
Then we find that 
1/2 x = (-2 log s) cos w 
and 
Y = (-2 log G)1/ 2 sin w 
have a normal distribution. An attempt to prevent the cancellation 
errors from sine and cosine functions are computed by the identities 
Sin 2w = 2 tan w/(l + tan2 w) 
Cos 2w = (1 - tan2 w)/(l + tan2 w), 
A prevention of discretization error is also attempted in the computa-
tion of exponential deviate E = -log u by checking the range of E 
J7 
such as 
v log 10 - log 2 < E < v log 10, 
where 
-v -v 10 < u < 2· 10 s = 8. 
Then an exponential random deviate is generated as following: 
1) Compute c =log (1000) which is 6.9077 •••• 
2) Generate a uniform deviate u. 
J) If u > 1/1000 then compute an exponential deviate E = -log u. 
4) Otherwise, compute E = -log u. 
5) If E + log (1000) is equal to O, then obtain E as an exponen-
tial deviate, otherwise, go back t.o step 2. 
This method for obtaining exponential deviates may show a la.ck of 
goodness-of-fit or randomness because of step 5. 
Greenwood's direct rejection method is fairly fast. But there is 
a. better and faster method (28) than this technique. The performance 
comparison is discussed in chapter III. 
CHAPTER III 
FM~T METHOD;3 FOR GENERATING BETA, 
GAMMA, AND NORMAL DEVIATES 
Most of the previous methods for generating beta or gamma deviates 
are inefficient in computation time as the size of a parameter value 
gets large. Some of the methods restrict their functions or accuracy 
in certain range of parameter value. The accurate representation of a 
distribution to be assumed in statistical simulation model is very 
important in computer simulation. The speed of generating the random 
deviates, which is derectly related to the cost of computing time, is 
also crucial where a large scale simulation model requires a large 
sample. Therefore new techniques are introduced which can overcome 
the inefficiencies of the previous methods. 
Beta Random Deviate Generator 
A new a.nd efficient method for generating beta deviates has been 
devised by J.P. Chandler and the author. Basically, the rejection 
method is applied. Several modification are added to reduce the 
number of rejection and to decrease the computing time. We generalize 
the rejection method that was mentioned earlier, as follows. 
Let f(x) be a continuous probability density function. Let h(x) be 
another continuous probability density function such that 
f(x) ~ s·h(x) = g(x) 
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for some constant s 1. Then a random deviate from pdf f(x) is 
generated as follows: 
1) Take a random deviate x from pdf h(x). 
2) Generate a uniform random 1eviate, u. 
J) If u i f(x)/g(x) then a.ccept x as a random deviate from f(x). 
Otherwise, re.iect x and go back to step 1. 
Mathematically we can show that 
p 
r (x ~ x U < f(X)) - g(X) = F(x). 
Proof: 
p ( ,, 
'$. x and u A 
= 
r 
pr ( ) 
r:(~~ ~·du) h(x) dx 
= r: G!* l·du) h(x) dx 






= l~ f(x) dx = F(x), 
In our procedure the function g(x) is chosen proportional to a 
Cauchy probability density function. The position of the mode of the 
function g(x) is adjusted to the position of the mode of the beta. pelf 
f(x) to reduce the nwnber of re,iections. 
A Ca.uchy random variable has the proba.bili ty density function 
h(x) = s 
The cwnulative distribution function is 
H(x) 
s ,. 0 
du = 1/2 + -1 -1 ~ tan '\""::"/. 
s 
Using the inverse transformation, a Cauchy random deviate can easily 
obtained by 
X = s 0 tan(T), 
where T is a uniform random variable in (- 7C./2, 7C./2). 
f (x) 
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mode point x1 on x-a.xis 
* Cauchy Distribution Generator 
* The arrow is spun so that the angle t has 1miform density. 
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The Cauchy probability density function refers to the random variable 
X, representing the coordinates of the points to the arrow leads (3J). 
The fWlction g(x) proportional to Cauchy :pd.f is 
g(x) s > 0, C ~ 1, -00< X(OO • 
The proportionate constant c and the scale parameter s are chosen by 
solving two equations 
f (m) · 1.1 = g(m) 
and 
where m is mode of f(x), so that the height of the fWlction g(x) is 
1~ greater than the height of the beta :pd.f and the second derivative 
(curvature) of g(x) isl~ smaller at the mode of the beta :pelf. Then 
g(x) can encase f(x) completely with a possible small differences for 
all x in (0,1) when the modes of f(x) and g(x) are fixed at a point. 
To prevent a Cauchy deviate which falls outside of the interval (0,1), 
the relation t = tan-l (x/s) is applied (5). 
This new method is implemented as following; 
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1) Compute the mode of the beta :pd.f with the values of :parameters 
a and h. 
2) Compute the range of t where the Cauchy deviates are to be 
generated. 
J) Generate a Cauchy deviate t from h(x). 
4) Generate a Wliform deviate u. 
5) If u ~ f(t)/g(t) then accept t as a beta deviate. Otherwise, 
reject t and go back to step 3. 
To increase the computational efficiency the constant part of the beta 
pdf is computed and stored to be used repeatedly until the values of 
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the beta parameters a.re changed. Step .5 is performed in a logaritrunic 
transformation to prevent underflow or overflow problems. The 
computation time required remains bounded and in fact small, as the 
values of the beta parameter get larger. A subroutine named CBETA is 
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Figure 11. New Method (beta) 
Random samples with 100 observations corresponding to each 
parameter value were taken for the kolmogorov goodness-of-fit test and 
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Gamma Random Deviate Generator 
A very fast and exact method for generating gamma deviates exists, 
called the squeeze method devised by George Marsaglia (28). The method 
is based upon the rejection technique and Wilson-Hilferty transf orma-
tion (45). The idea is to squeeze the target density between two 
functions, the top one "easy to sample from," the bottom one "easy to 
evaluate" in such a way 
h(x) s g(x) ~ f (x). 
The top function, f(x), is chosen to be the normal probability density 
function in this case. The target function g(x) is a probability 
density function from which we want to sample. 
formation on g(x) gives gamma random variable. 
Wilson-Hilferty trans-
The function h(x) is 
chosen to be an exponential function in this case. The function 
h(x) is 
h(z) = exp (-1/2 u2 - a(zJ - v3) + (Ja - l)(t + t 2 + l/J t3) 
for 
u = s - 3 
v = 1 - J 
t = 1 - v/z 
a is shape parameter of gamma. 
The algotithm is: 
1) Generate a standard normal random deviate x. 
Take the Wilson-Hilferty transformation by 
47 
z sX + 1 2 = 
- s , 
-1/1; where s = a - J. If Cl < lJ - o, repeat this step. 
2) Genera.te a uniform deviate u. 
J) If < h~z~ ") u - f z ' then accept w = a·z.J. Else go to step 4. 
If < ~tz' ,, 4) u -  , then accept w = a·z) as a gamma deviate, 
else go to step 1. 
For computational efficiency the step 2, J, and 4 are modified in the 
final implementation. 
The essence of the squeeze method lies in the testing procedure 
for a decision as to whether a normal deviate is qualified to be a 
gamma deviate. For this procedure the function g(z), and f(z) or h(z) 
are evaluated whenever an acceptance or rejection decision is made. 
To economize the function evaluation time for g(z), which is compli-
cated, the function h(z), which is easy to evaluate, is inserted 
"under" the function g(z). The testing under g(z) is avoided most 
of time by first testing under h(z). The functions f(z) and h(z) are 
chosen to be close to g(z) so that the squeeze method can be utilized 
efficiently. The efficiency, (area under g(z)) / (area under f(z)), 
is 9(1/, for a = 1, 98'fe for a = 2, and quickly convergent to 1 as "a" 
gets larger. Function RGAMMA is program.med in PL/l and used in 
SPARCS (see APPENDIX B). 
A = 0.50 
A = 2.00 
EFF. = 0.748 
EFF. = 0.960 
A = 1.00 
A = 4.oo 
:i;df 
pif 
EFF. = 0.906 
exponential function 
Figure 12. The Marsaglia Squeeze Method 
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For the Kolmogorov goodness-fit-test five samples with 100 
observations (deviates) were taken corresponding to each parameter 
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Computation time is reported in microseconds and the squeeze 
method is compared with Ahrens-Dieter and Greenwood methods in 
TABI.E VI II • 
TABLE VIII 
COMPARISION OF AVERAGE TIME TO GENERATE GAMMA DEVIATE 



















Normal Random Deviate Generator 
An accurate and fast normal random deviate generator is required 
since the gamma deviate is sampled from normal deviates. The normal 
distribution is one of the best known and most important probability 
distribution functions. 
f (x) = 1 
2 
-1/2(~) e s -oo < x < 00 , 
Several techniques are available for generating normal deviates such 
as a rejection method by transformation to polar coordinates (20), 
Central Limit approach (36), approximation to the inverse normal 
distribution (16), Marsaglia's rectangle-wedge-tail method (JO), 
TeichroH's 8,pproximation method (42), and others. 
For the purpose of optimization between the speed of computing 
time and memory space requirement, an exact method by Marsaglia and 
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Bary (31) is ad.opted. They developed a normal random deviate generator 
by a composite of a decomposition approach (46), probability density 
function transformation to polar coordinates, and rejection method. 
A normal random deviate is generated in terms of uniform random variable 
in such a way: 86 percent of the time, put X = 2(~ + u2 - 1.5), 
11 percent of the time, put X = 1.5 (~ + u2 - 1) and the remaining J 
percent of the time, use a more complicated procedure so that the 
resulting mixture is correct. In other words, the first two part are 
composed of simple equations which are computed easily most of the time. 
The last pa.rt is quite complicated, but it rarely needs to be computed. 
For the area of about 2.55 percent which shares the tails and residue 
of the normal density function, two techniques are applied to generate 
the normal deviates. For I xi > J, a. modified polar method is used and 
a. rejection technique used for Ix I < J. 
suppose we have random variables x1, x2, ••• , Xn' and a sequence 
a.1, a.2, ••• , an of positive constants satisfying 
Then a new random variable Y, which is a. mixture of x1, x2, ••• , Xn, 
can be obtained by equating Y to Xn. If X has a. distribution function 
n 
Fn(x), the distribution function for Y is 
since 
If Xn has the probability density function fn(x) then Y has the 
probability density function 
f(y) = ~a f (x). L n n 
.,, 
Suppose we are given f(y). If a probability density function g(y) 
and a positive number a a are given, for a.11 y, then 
It follows that 
f(y) - a g(y) ~ o. 
00 
1 - a = J ( f(y) - a g(y) ) dy > o, 
-oo 
where 
g(y) ~ f(y), 1 - a > o, O < a < 1. 
Now a probability density function h is defined by 
Then 
h(y) = f(y) - a·g(y) 
1 - a 
f(y) = a·g(y) + (1 - a) h(y) 
is a decomposition of the random variable Y as a mixture. 
distributed U(O,l). The density function for X. is 
l. 
{ 
(J - x2 )/8 , 
f 1(x) = (3 - x) 2/16, 
-1 ~ x ~ 1 
0 ' 
l~IXl~J 
3 ! lxl • 
Fincling a1 is done by calculating the point at which the quotient 
f(x) / f 1(x) is minimized. Zeros of the derivative occur at x = 0, 1, 
2. The minimum value of the ratio occurs for x = ±2. 
Thus 
2 
- __f_(zl_ - 16 e "" 86'"'85d•642 0
·1 - · · f, ( 2 ) - ,-;:--=:-- - • · 1 .J :.r • 
1 -,J2 7t. 
The residual density function is well approximated by 
= { (6 - 4x)/9, 
0 ' 
lxlil.5 
IXI > 1.5 
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which is the density function of 
rt can be found that the ratio 
f(x) - a1 f1 (x) 
f 2(x) 
he.r; a, minimum value of a2 = .110817965 occurring at x = .!37386312884. 
;:;,o far deviates are obtained from the portion of normal curve 
between x = -J and x = J. But there is a residual error because f(x) -
a1 f 1 (x) - a2 f 2(x) is not zero in the interval [-J,3] . Before deal-
ing with this error, we deal with the tail portions of f(x) for which 
lxl:ZJ. 
The probability that IXl~J is 
-3 
a3 = 2 J f(x) dx = .002699796063, 
-oo 
The sampling for this portion, L,(x), is done by a rejection method 
.J 
which results from a probability density function transformation to 
polar coordinates. 
Returning to the residual function f 4(x), we have 
which is all that is left to make this technique exact. 
Then 
The function r4(x) has a maximum value of approximately .3181471173. 
Therefore, if 
u1 = 6 u - 3 
and 
v1 = .3181471173 v, 
Then (u1 , v1) is uniformly distributed over the rectangle enclosing 
the relevant portions of f 4(x). 
Then to generate a standard normal deviate x, we take following 
steps: 
1) Generate a uniform deviate u1 • 
2) If~> .86J8 then x = 2 (u2 + u3 + u4 - 1.5). 
J) If .86J8 > u1 > .1107 then x = 1.5 (u2 + u3 - 1). 
4) If .1107 :> u1 > • 0228 then take x and y by 
x = 6 u2 , y = .J58 u3• 
If y < r4(x) then x is normal deviate, else do this step 
repeatdly until one deviate is obtained. 
5) If u1 < .0026997 then use a rejection method by a modified 
probability function transformation to polar coord.inates. 
x = v((9 - 2 ln(v2 + w2))/(v2 + w2))1/ 2 
2 2 I 2 2 1/2 y = w((9 - 2 ln(v + w )) (v + w )) 
.55 
If either x or y is greater than 3 then take either x or y as 
a normal deviate. v, w are uniform over [-1 , l] , conditioned 
sin ( t) = w //v2 + w2 , -2 7C. < t < 2 7C-
cos (t) = v /../v2 7 w2 • 
The step 2 and 3 are important ones for speed. The step 4 and 5 
are important ones for accuracy. The efficiency of step 4 is 47 
percent, that is the probability that a point (x,y) chosen uniformly 
from the rectangle will lie under the curve f 4(x) is 47 percent. 
The function f 4 (x) is the residual density. Step 5 for the tail 
portion of normal density occurs about 1 time in 400. 
If the time needed to carry out decomposed step i is ti then the 
expected a.mount of time to produce a single deviate is given by 
where t 0 is the time needed to generate the discrete distribution of i. 
The function subroutine GAUSF was programmed in PL/1 and used in 
SPARCS (see APPENDIX B). 
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residue for r4(x) 
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Figure 13. Polynomial Fit to Normal Density 
0.358 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 J 
Figure llt-. Residual Function 
Uniform Random Deviate Generator 
A good uniform random deviate generator is the most important 
foundation for generating other statistical random variables in the 
computer. Uniform random deviate is a random fraction uniformly 
distributed between zero and one. A set of uniform deviate from a 
random deviate generator has to have the statistical properties of 
randomness and uniformity. For a digital computer it is most conve 
nient to calculate a sequence of numbers one at a time as required, by 
a completely specified rule which is, however, so devised that no 
reasonable statistical test will detect any significant departure from 
randomness. This sequence is often called pseudo-random number 
(deviate). 
Numerous random number generators have been proposed for digital 
computers. A congruential method is often applied to generate the 
uniform random deviate. The congruential relation is 
X. = a X. 1 (mod m) + c 1 1-
where m = pe and a is a constant. The random number generator is 
often called multiplicative congruential if c = 0 and mixed congruen-
tial if c * O. m represents the word size of the computer and e is the 
number of digits in a word. For a binary computer p is 2. There are 
two reasons for choosing m = pe. First, reduction modulo mis 
accomplished by truncating and retaining only the low order e digits; 
and second, conversion to the unit interval [0,1] involves only moving 
the binary point to the left of the number. 
Marsaglia (29) gave a cautionary remark that all congruential 
methods have a nonrandom characteristic in a few applications. 
Then Maclaren and Marsaglia (26) proposed a composite method whereby 
the numbers from one generator are used to shuffle the numbers from a 
second. Suppose the first set of number u1 for a congruential generator 
h> picked at random. Then the sequence u1 , u2 , ... may be considered 
a sequence of random variables. i'1oreover, each U. will be uniform on 
l 
the set of numbers in IO,l] which can be represented exact1y in computer. 
However, the different U. are not independent, and it turns out that the 
l 
distribution of an n-tuple (u1 , ••. , Un) may be quite far from the 
correct distribution. To improve the distribution of n-tuples, two 
different type of generators are used and the sequence produced by one 
is shuffled by the other. 
The two generators are 
· - · modulo 22Lt- + 1 Ji+l - m .Ji 
u.+l =A. U. 
l .J l 
11 
modulo 2-
Initially 123 odd integer values are stored in an array A. j comes 
from the random integer in [1,128) . Then compute the uniform deviate 
using the first congruential relation. A(j) is filled with an integer 
which ensure long periods. The uniform n.ndom deviate generator RANF 
(6) uses this method, essentially in the form described by Marsaglia and 
Bray (26). The time to generate a random deviate by this method is 
about twice the time required with a congruential generator. 
Composite generators generally pass all known tests of randomness, 
even if the component generators are not of the highest possible 
quality. The multipliers used in RANF have been tested by Van Gelder 
(l+J) and found to pass some common tests. If RANF were coded in the 
simplest possible way, the least significant bit in the mantissa would 
almost always be zero. In order to use the numbers from RANF for 
testing the roundoff properties of numerical algorithms, the least 
signific;:rnt bit has been randomized separately ( 6). RA.NF is coded in 
PL/l and used in :TAHCS (see APFT.i;NDIX B). 
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CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATION OF RANDOM DEVIATE GENERATORS 
The random deviate generators, described in previous chapter, 
are used in *Confidence Assessment of System Reliability which is 
studied extensively by Locks (35). As a part of the continuation of 
the research, an improvement of computing time by replacing the random 
deviate generators and optimization of the SPARCS (Simulation Program 
for Assessing the Reliability of Complex System developed by Cooley 
(9)) program was attempted. A brief description of previous study and 
some characterization of the distribution of system reliability from 
the results of using the modified SPARCS program are given in this 
chapter. 
unfortunately, the definitions of "component" and "system" given 
in the literature are sometimes unclear and very among writers. For 
component, Gnedenko, Belyayev, and Solovyer (12) called it a unit 
which means an element, a system, a part of system, or the like. 
Mann, Schafer, and Sing:purwalla (32) used it as an equipment. They 
defined system as a given equipment configuration. Rosenblatt (41) 
used subsystem for a definition of component. Miles (J4) gives a few 
definitions ·on the general concept of a system. One of them is "A 
group of devices or artificial objects forming a network or used for a 
* The research is granted by the Air Force System Command, 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, in Dayton, Ohio as project number 
F3J615-74-c..f.j.077. The result of that contract is technical report 
AFFDL-TR-75.:.144 (35). 
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common purpose." As we have various types of machine systems for 
different purpose, many different shapes of component are also used 
for a specific system. While some components have a unit hardware 
structure, another may have several basic elements in it which have a 
character of a subsystem or system. 
A component or system can be described in terms of reliability 
to eliminate confusion in definitions. Component reliability is a 
value of probability obtained in testing it as a unit (23) whether it 
has the character of subsystem or system. System reliability is also 
a value of probability to be predicted based on the structure of • 
components in system and the value of component reliability obtained 
by testing of components which form the system. 
The SPARCS program is composed of the parts which are system 
reliability equation generation, Monte Carlo sampling of component 
reliability, and computation of statistical information. The mean of 
each prior distribution of component reliability, system reliability 
computed from mean component reliabilities, average system reliability 
resulting from Monte Carlo simulations, variance, standard deviation, 
estimated system mean time between failure (MTBF) based on mean com-
ponent reliabilities, estimated system MTBF resulting from Monte Carlo 
simulations, and 11 MTBF and system reliability percentile points are 
the statistical information. The MTBF is computed as 
MTBF = t / ln (l/S), 
where t is required mission time and S is system reliability. Each 
system reliability percentile point is the one of sorted reliabilities 
in ascending order pointed by percentage point. In other words, when 
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100 system reliabilities generated, then 90 percent of percentile point 
of system reliability is 90-th element of sorted reliabilities. 
System Reliability Equation Generation 
If all of the components in a system must operate properly for 
the system to function, it is called a series system. A system which 
will operate if any one of its components performs successfully is 
called a parallel system. A series-parallel system has lx>th a 
parallel and a series subsystem in it. Parallel-series, m-out-of-n 
(m success subsystem out of n subsystems), or modularized. system 
can be formed by a proper logical combination of the basic series or 
parallel systems (35). 
The reliability of a series system is the product of the probabi-
lities of success of each component, if they work independently. 
Figure 15. A Series System 
The reliability of a parallel system can be obtained from the 
following equation if each component will work independently. 
p (cl u c2 u c3) = P(Cl) + P(C2) + P(CJ) 
- P(Cl n c2) - P(Cl {\ c3) 




Figure 16. A Parallel System 
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The reliability of series-parallel, parallel-series, m-out-of-n, or 
modularized system can be obtained by a.n appropriate logical combina-
tion of the reliabilities of the basic series or pa.ra.llel systems in it. 
In order to apply this probability relation for efficient computa-
tion of system reliability, Poincare's Theorem (10) and a minimal state 
conception are introduced by Locks (25). The complete set of minimal 
paths and minimal cuts is called the set of minimal states. A minimal 
path is a unique µ:i.th which does not include any other µ:i.th. A minimal 
cut is a cut which is not included in any other cut. In other words, 
if the system is operating properly, at least one minimal pa.th is 
effective. Therefore, the reliability of system is the probability of 
at least one minimal pa.th. The unreliability is the probability of at 
least one minimal cut. There is a complete duality between the concept 
of minimal path and minimal cut. We ha.ve a simple example in the 




Figure 17. A Series-Parallel System 
As we have 4 components in this series-parallel system, there are 4 
binary elements in a vector for minimal pa.th such as 
c1 c3 .... (1010) 
Cl C4 •••• (1001) 
o2 CJ •••• (0110) 
02 C4 •••• ( 0101). 
For the convenient way of generation of terms in system 
reliability equation, Poincare's Theorem, which is described by Locks 
( 2.L~) is applied. 
Suppose that the system has m minimal paths. The system 
reliability is the probability that the state which the system is in, 
characterized as a binary vector, contains at least one of these 
minima.l paths. Let Vi, i = 1, • • • , m, be the probability of the 
i-th minimal path; for example, if the components are statistically 
independent, V. would be the product fo the component reliabilities 
1 
for those components which characterize the i-th minimal :i:ath. 
""" Let s1 =~ vi 
i•i 
be the sum of probabilities of m paths taken one at a time. Also let 
~~2 a.enote the sum of probabilities of ( ~) intersections formed by 
taking the minimal paths two at a time, s3 the sum of probabilities 
of the ( ~) intersections formed by taking three minimal path at a 
time, etc. Then, by Poincare's method, as described by Feller (10), 
the system reliability is ( )m-1 R = s1 + • • • + -1 Sm 
where 
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where Vi is binary vector of minimal path. 
For the four component system, the system reliability equation 
is gene~ted as follows: 
R2 = Rl + cl C4 - cl c3 C4 
= cl c3 + cl C4 - cl c3 C4 
R3 = R2 + c2 c3 - c1 c2 cJ - c1 c2 c3 c4 + c1 c2 c3 c4 
= c1 c3 + c1 c4 + c2 c3 - c1 c3 c4 - c1 c2 cJ 
R4 = RJ + c2 C4 - cl c2 CJ C4 - cl c2 C4 
- c2 CJ C4 + cl 02 CJ C4 + cl 02 CJ C4 
= cl CJ + cl C4 + c2 CJ + c2 C4 - cl CJ C4 
- c1 c2 c3 - c1 c2 c4 - c2 c3 c4 + c1 c2 cJ c4• 
Burris (4) programmed a. function procedure named EQGEN which 
generates the system reliability equation. EQGEN takes the binary 
vectors.as a minim.al state. Then Boolean OR operations are performed 
successively. Using the four component system a.gain, initialize the 
input vectors as (1010)1, (1001)2, (0110) 3, (0101)4, and the internal 
computation steps are simulated as following. 
6? 
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step Operation Result Generated Vectors 
l (1010)1 OR (1001)2 (1011)5 (1010)1 
(1001)2 
(1011).5 
--------------- - -------- - -------
2 (1010) OR (0110) (1110)6 (1010)1 
(1001) OR (0110) (1111)7 (1001)2 





--------------- ----- --- --- -----
J (1010) OR (0101) (1111)9 (1010)1 
(1001) OR (0101) (1101)10 (1001)2 
(1011) OR (0101) (1111)11 (1011)5 
(0110) OR (0101) (0111)12 (0110)3 









If they have same bit patterns and different signs, then cancel them 
out. Finally we have 9 vectors corresponding to the terms in the 
equation. 
(1010), (1001), (1011), (0110), (1110), (0101), 
(1101), (0111), (1111). 
When the computation of reliability is :performed with the :prob-
ability equations which are expressed in binary vectors, the computer 
examines all the bits in a vector one by one. If there is a 1 then 
multiply the value of component reliability at that position to the 
previous value, otherwise just skip. Then the sum of all the proba.bi-
lity values computed by each vector will be the system reliability. 
The sign of each coefficient of a term (binary vector) is also computed. 
Monte Carlo Sampling of Component Reliability 
There are two types of component. One is success or failure type, 
the other is a time-to-failure component. The Monte Carlo sampling is 
performed sepera.tely from each random deviate genera.tor depending on 
the type of component. 
Success-Failure Component 
Usually a component testing procedure is done by a Bernoulli 
process if testing is independent from the other. Thus, for one trial, 




f(x) = (1 
0 
x = 1, 
p) = q, x = 0 
otherwise 
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For convenience, we define a random variable x = 1 if a trial results 
in success and x = 0 if a trial results in failure, and the probability 





Figure 18. Bernoulli Distribution 
The random variable M which denotes the number of successes in n 
Bernoulli trials has a binomial distribution given by f(m), 
where 







o •. J n = 20 
p = .25 
0.2 . 
0.1 ~ 
I I I 
0 2 4 6 8 
m 
10 
Figure 19. Binomial Distribution 
The parameters of a binomial distribution are n and p, where n is 
positive integer. The value of probability p may be obtained after 
a gj_ven number of Bernoulli trial by taking the ratio of frequency of 
successes over number of total trials. 
For r failures in n tests of a success-failure component, let 
p be the component reliability. Then the distribution of p is. 
assumed to be the beta prior distribution. 
f(p) = pr (l _ p)n-r B(r + 1, n - r + 1) 0 < p < 1, 
uhere B(r + 1, n - r - 1) is a beta function. 
Based on Bayes' Theorem, the conditional distribution 
f(p I m) = f(p I m) f(p) 
f (m) 
can be generated as a posterior distribution of p given m. It tells 
us what is known about m given knowledge of the data. Locks (2J) and 
Raiffa. and ~)chlaifer (39) show that a natural conjugate with :parameter 
m of the kernel function, beta probability density function, have 
exactly the same beta distribution with different parameter values. 
The parameters of a beta prior distribution are sufficient statistics 
representing all of the available prior data for the same Bernoulli 
process. n is the equivalent accumulated prior data, and r is the 
number of previous occurrences. 
Finally the values of reliability from success-failure components 
are sampled from a beta random deviate generator given the number of 
success and failures. 
Time-to-Failure Com;ponent 
Ea.ch of event can be thought of as a process that generates a 
number of changes in a fixed interval of time or srace. If a process 
leads to a Poisson distribution, that process is called a Poisson 




f (n) = · 
0, 







0 0 1 2 3 4 .5 6 
D 
Figure 20. Poisson Distribution 
This is the probability of n events during tiae t whea the average 
number of even.ts per unit of time is r. In other wo:rd.s, r is the 
expected aUllber of events per uit aea15ure, i.e., the intensity of the 
process, &lld t is the uai t ~ tiae or space duriag which eve11.ts are to . 
be counted. 
ror a tiae-to-tailure coapoaent ia a Bayeaiaa coatext, the tailure 
rat• r has a ga1111a probability deasity tua~tion 
tll n•l -rt 
h(r) • r (a) r, n > O 
Where r(n) is the g&llJI& fuaotiOD &ad ll and. t are •utficient atatist.ica 
for r. When the failure rate r ia equal to l {scaled in units of 
retuired operating tiae), the paraaeter t ia the acouaulated operatinc 
tiae for the coaponent, and n is the n.uaber of failure in that tiae 
. -r (23). Taking the natural lop.titln of both sides of 1 • e gives 
r • •ln (1) • ln (l/7). The result of the transforu.tion gives the 
coaponent rel1abilit7 7, a negative log ga1111a p.r:ob&bilit7 densit7 
function (2J). 
t.n (ln (l/J))n•l 1t-l 
g(y) • r (n) ' 0<1<l n, t>O 
The probability denait7 funct.ioa g(7) bas aode at. 
exp (•(n - l)/(t • 1)). 
The aean is 
(t/(t. + 1) )n 
and the variance is 
(t/(t + 2))n • (t/(t, + 1)211 
The values of failure rate of tiae-to-failure tne coaponen:t. aze 
aaapled troa a gaau randoa denate generator. 
0 
t • 9 
n • 2 
,5 
t " 2 
n • 9 
l 
Figure 21. lega.t1ve Log Ga..a D9Dsit1 Functions 
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?6 
statistical Analysis of s;rata R•liabillt1 
Using a f n siaple systea dontiguratioa and one coaplex a7etea 
which bas two aodulea in it, the frequenc7 is pictured below by aeau 
of histograae. l&ch uaple ms 100 obnrvat.ions reaulting f'roa 100 
aiaulations. The expected s19tea reliabilit7 is coapated with each 
expected value of ooaponent reliabilit7. Ar'bitr&.xy aelected historical 








Attriwte Data {Beta) 
Sucoese s 95.0 
J'ailure I _5.0 
I 
.1 .2 .J .4 .s .6 
.. 
.7 .8 
Ho. of Trials i 100 
Bxpected. Systea Reliability a e88.501 
Average of S115tea Reliabilit7 i .88808 
Variance s .00093 





Attribute Data (Beta) 
success 1 95.0 









·· ...... . 
• .s 
Ho. of Trials r 100 
lxpect.ed S7stea R•11abll1t;r I .38871 
Anrage ot s;retea R•l1ab1lit1 1 .38207 
Variance 1 .001.50 
st.am1r4 Deriation r .oJS~ 
x 
1.0 
Attrilute Data (Beta) 
Sucoeas s 95.0 





0 • .s 
Ko. of Trials a 100 
lbtpected Sptea R•liab1li~7 I .9?'+093 
AftnP of S19tea l•liability 1 .97)949 
Variance .oooo,54 












At.tri 'btlte Data (Beta) 
success a 99.0 
Pallan 1 l.O 
.s 
lo. of Tri.ale 1 100 
bpeot.¢ S711tea B•liabllit.7 I .92)461 
Annp et $78tell B•liald.llt;y t .'P#'J+? 
Yari&Doe : .000812 








fl.ae-to-h.ilUJ.'9 Data ( Gu9.) 
llieaion 1'1M 1 95.0 






lo. of Trials 1 100 
lxpeot.ed. SJetea Bellabili\7 I .88)068 
Awrage of S;f'e\ea Iteliabillt7 1 .882180 
Vari&Doe .0008,_. 
Standard Dnia~ion .029.557 
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Tiae-to-Failure Data (G&aM) 
Miaeioa Tia• a 95.0 
Failure a .5· O 
:· ·. 
······ 
0 • .5 
Ro. of Trials a 100 
Bxpeoted sratea R•liabilitr a .779809 
Average of Syatea R•liabilit1 i .'1812.50 
Variance .001718 
Standard Deviation .o4l"-.52 
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1.0 x 
Tille-to-rallure Data (Gau&) 
Miaaioa Tille 1 95.0 





0 • .s 
Mo. ot Trials 1 100 
:lxpected. Sys\ea R•llabillty I .972841 
Aw.rage ot Systea Beliabili:t.7 a .9"1J02# 
Vari&Doe t .0000.59 
Standard Dev.1.atioa 1 .007683 
! •• x i.o 






Tiae-t.o-J'ailun Data (Gau&) 
Mission Tille 1 96 • .5 





No. of Trials 1 100 
kpeoted Systea Reliability : .88)84) 
Average of S79tea R•liabilit1 c .880671 
Variance 1 .001060 
Standard Deviation : .032,562 




Jigure 22. Bapirical Distribution ot S7stea 
Reliability Resulting Coaputer Siaulation 
8) 
x 
The pictorial rep:1:9aenta:tion does not give us accun.te 
1ntor-.t1on oa the character ot the distribution ot ayatea relia.b1lit7. 
However, the B7Ste• reliabilit7 u7 have a beta distribution if we 
consider it as a tested uait (a111tea) like teated. coaponent to obtain 
coaponent reliabilit7. With the uaaption that s79tea reliability 
is also distributed approxlaately as a beta distribution, u estbation 
of paraaetera of the beta distribution ia atteapted. lPielitz and MJen 
(11) ahowed ttat coaputational coaplications are involved 1a solving 
the maxiaua likelihood. eat.iat.ion probl• for the beta distribution. 
The ••thod ot aoaeats is shown below for obta1ning reasonable ••tiate 
ot the panaeters ha the beta distribution. The uniY&riate beta 
distribution baa deJUSit7 fllllCtion 
17(& + b~ 
t(x) • ~(a) ~(b 
Tben expectation ia 
Variance is 
0 s x ~ l a, b > O 
B(x) • a a+ b ' 
v(x) • ab 
(a + b)2 (a + b + 1) 
E(x2) • ab + a2(a + \) + l) 
(a + b)2 (a + b + 1) 





l(x 2) • a(b + c) + a2(a + b + o + l) 
1 
. (a + b + c)2(a + b + c + l) 
a • b 
a+ b + c • B(;,) I(~) 
a B(x2) 




( a(l - l(Xi,))) 2 a 
a B(;,) + a KC;) + l 
a
2 ( a + 1) (B(x1 ))2 . B(;,) 
a2(1 • B(;,)) 2( a + EC;)\ 
1(;,) + a \ ll(;_) ) 
. ~~----~----~~~~----~ 






(B(Xi ))2 • 1(;_) &(~ 2) 
B(Xi2) • (i(Xi_))2 
,.. 
Th• deriY&tion tor b takes elailar procedure. 
Fi•lits and Myers poiRted that -.xi•• likelihood baa •re 
desirable properties tbln ta. aett1c4 of JIOMnts. For the beta distri-
bution, because of the lack o:t an upper bound on the paraaeten, the 
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.llethod of aoaente appears to present a good. wa7 to compute a starting 
point for a relatively coaplicat.ed nuaerical search ecbeaeapplied to 
the likelihood function. 
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In order to apply the aetbod of aoaents to ••timte beta parueters, 
f'our different sillulation runs were per.to:raed. A coaplex eyatea, which 
has two aodules in it in aeries, was chosen. The firat aodule baa 
eeven coaponents in aeri••· Three of thea are reclad&nt ooaponents. 
The o'Uler has thirteen coaponents which ton a coaplicated aodul•. 
The prior infor-.tion, which are the values of ooaponent reliability, 
are selected as identical for convenience ot recognition. Howe-yer, the 
values of prior coaponent d&ta are the onea which could occur often in 
real sitm.tions. The procedure starts froa 200 sillulationa and 
generates 200 systea reliabilities. Then the beta p.raaetera are esti• 
aated based upon the coaputer generated eapiri.cal distribution of •JSte• 
reliabilities, using the aethod of aoaenta. 
A eoapirison is atteapted between the eapirical diatribu.tioa and 
theoretical beta distribution which has the :iaraaetera estillated. A set 
ot ramoa beta deviates, which are generated based upon the eistiated 
paraaeter values, is used as a theoretical beta distribution. Once 
these two distributions are available, the chi-square goodneas-of~it 
tests are pertoraed to verify t.he null hypothla1s which tells the 
equality between the ••pirical distribution, S(x), and a theoretical 
distribution, F(x). The htpotheaia ia 
IUll hypothesis (H0) 1 S(x) • 1(x) for all x 
Alternative h)'pot.beaia (ffi) a S(x) • r(x) tor at least one x. 
ror the ohi•square teat, each of 200 observations in a saaple an 
grouped by .01 difference of syat.ea reliabilitr. In other words, U the 
first two digits under the decia&l point are the aaae aa ia the other 
illpirical Distribution 
Prior Coaponent Intoraation 
Nuaber of Success : 99 
Nuaber ot J'ailure 1 2 
Theoretical Distribution 
:troa Bet.a Randoa Deriate 
Generator 
Pa.raaeter Estillat• 
a :i 107.147 
b = lJ.482 
(Bet.a) 
I , I I, I 
.15 .80 .as .90 .95 
II I 11 
" 
. . 












Figure 23. Coa}lar1aon between Bapirical & Hypothesized Distribat1on I 
TABLil IX 
SYSTBM RBLIABILM ~UENCY DISTRllJU'tIOlf I 
Obmernd. JapecW 
Class Freq,uenc7 Frequenc7 
1 .80 0 1 
2 .81 2 1 
J .82 1 J 
4 .a3 2 2 
.5 .84 8 2 
6 .as 8 .5 
7 .86 12 18 
8 .a1 17 17 
9 .aa 24 15 
10 .89 24 22 
11 .90 28 2J 
12 .91 28 33 
13 .92 24 25 
14 .93 lJ 17 
1.5 .94 .5 11 
16 .95 2 J 
l? .96 1 a 
18 .97 1 0 
chi.square Test St&tietlc 1 1.5.4 
Degrees of J'reed.• I 1.5 
Obeezved significaace Leftl 1 .25 < p < .5 
1 test for lt•lity of Va.i1ance 
Teat statistic I le0187 
o.s.t I e2,5 <p 
Ellpirical Distribution 
Prior Coaponent Inf eraation 
Missions a 99 
Nuaber of Failure 1 1 
Theoretical Distriblltion 
froa Beta R&Dlloa Deria.te Qenerator 
Parauter Bstiu.te 
a: • 95.186 








































































Chi-Square Test Statistic 12.266 
Degree of Freedom 12 
Observed Significance Level .25 < p < ,5 
F Test for Fquality of Variance 
Test Statistic l,0160 



















Em:piricl'l.l Distribution (mix 
Prior Component Information 
Number of Success 99 
Number of Failure : 2 
Prior Component Information 
Missions 99 
Number of Failure : 1 
Theoretical Distribution 
from Beta Random Deviate 
Generator 
Parameter Estimate 
~ = 122 .570 























Figure 25. Comparison between Empirical & Hypothesized Distribution III 
TABL~ XI 
SYSTEM RELIABILITY FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION III 
Class 
l . 82 




6 . 87 
7 .88 








Chi-Square Test Statistic 
Degree of Freedom 





















.05 < p < .1 . 
F Test for Equality of Variance 
Test Statistic 1.2819 



















value of ayatea reliability, the two values an considered aa being 
in the saae class. 
Th• degrees of trffdoa ia calculated by c - k - l, where c is the 
nuaber of groups &lld. k ia nuaber of paruetar estated.. k is 2 tor 
this case because two unknown beta paraaetera are eatiatAd fl:oa 
aaaple. 
The results of the chi•fJClUZ8 goodneaa of fit teats do not gift 
ua enough evidence to reject the null bnotbemia. 
Concluaion 
The n.ew17 d8Yeloped procedure subroutiDe CBBTA (beta rudoa 
deviate generator) abowa good fit b.Y' the resul:t. of the Kol.aogorov 
gooclaesa-of•fit teats. The coaputing U.. is bouaded as tbe w.lae ot 
the iaraaetera of the beta diatrilftltion pt.fl larger. hrt.berao1'9, 
CS!'A works ft1'J eff'icientl.J' in teraa of coaputing tiae when high 
success-failure component rel1abU1t1•• are pnented. Usm.117, tlw 
historical ooaponeat data contaiae a high rel1ab1llt7 ftlue in a real 
sitmtion. A beta rand• dniate ia also available tzoa a p--. 
deriate generator bf a t.rautomation ot rand• ftriable. Bu.t tM 
coaputing t.iae i• approxiatel.7 tWioe alower tbu u1Dg thia beta 
generator. 
The llGAJOIA (JlllLreaClia "Set__.. aetbod ...- raaloa deviate 
generator) proceclae eubroutiae aleo abowa good fit • the renlt ot the 
Kolaogorov goodaeaa-of..fit teat. It •7 be well said that lflLralaC11a'a 
RGAJIMA i• t.be beat known teclmi,1le as an accvrate and apeed.7 •tbod to 
genexw.te gaaa deriatea p:r:eaentl7. 
The :nault of cbi•attuare podneaa-of-tit teata 'between •pirical 
4iatr1'btrtion &'Dd h1Pe>theaiHd distribution of aptea reliabilit.7 
9.5 
shows that there ia not enough evidence to reject the null i\Ypotbesia. 
But soae othft' knon atatiatical tests •1 be retuired to support 
tbis result atrongl.7. 
The SPARCS pr:og:raa ia not oal1 iaproftd in coapati:Dg ti•• by 
using the fut :randoadnia'M pnerat.ora wt- alao l'aa.recluced require-
aenta ot core storage tor eoapUation and excution. BYft7 diaenaion 
ot the arra:re is d•terained by inp.at data except tor the ftri&bl•s 
used tor teras &Di coetticients in the &JBte• reliab111t7 eqiatioa. 
The atorage requireant tor t.be SPAROS P1'01l'U is pNsentl7 leas tbu 
1 o4k l>Jtea. 
( 1) Am:a.wits, II. &ad I.A. Stegm. lfadboet of M&t.taeatical 
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APPENDIX A 
SAMPLE OUTPUT REVISED 
SPARCS PROGRAI1 
100 
* s p ~ ? c s * 
Sl~LL4TIC~ ~?C~~AM F~~ THE .l.~ALYSIS ~F THE REL[Aj(LITY OF COMPL~X SYSfEM 
SYSTi:"' IJE•<T IF lClT le'< 
1'.U"'~::t< CF :i1~JLA7 lC"4S 
NL~3Eq (F ~:Jules 
~uu~2~ :F C~~PJi"~TS 
~l.!~2=~ ':F -r~.r·.ajl C·JT 
TYP= CF A~:..LYSIS 





U'":'Ll .I.~ !L [TV 
SP.\.;cs : -;: !:::u;.\T L. · .• ~!.::.·.::.:.:..:. r £.:-'" ~.Jur 1·,=. 
T~~ 2 .'W'if\['-'!L CLT t=..iK rn.: sv.:r~.~ 
<B> 
(l) 
U =U +'J -LU 
SYS d A A 3 







u + u 
l 




u il + ~ u ~ • u 
35 135 7 
HlSTCRlCAL INFC~~AT!~~S FC• ElCri CCµ3:~E~T IN MC0ULE A 
u •J 
.. 7 
cO)'IPC~~ .. T TY?~ SuCCFSS lo:iAl 
~:<·Jl~:.LE~lT MlSS!ONSluA'~M:.l 
TIME-TC-FllLU~~<G•~~Al 90 .5'.) 
2 ATTA I BUT<' ( d !: TA l n.o..i 
3 ATTtU tu TE ( t:=T.:. l 'Vi. O•J 
4 ATT~llJIJT':IBi:TAI 99 .00 
5 TlM~-10-fAILU~E(~.:.u~al 9o.5J 
b ATT1qeur;:1e 0 T"-J 99. 0·1 
7 A TTR I BrJ T:: ( tl t r A ) 9'1. ; J 
'J..i +JUU 
) 7 1 3 7 
FA!LU~~S 
2. J') 
l • )J 
l. co 




u u • u u u + u u u 









J .<>oJ 392 
u u u u 























































































































































































11' r'l •L. •!'. 0 ., 
•O l1' rt. {"' D f"'I f'1 -t ...... tr:. ., 
" "' r; 
0 "' 0. ::'I'. .,· f""'I 
~ ~ ~ -0 ~ ~ « 
'" .., <( I'( CX l"J "C. rr: N 
0 '" CW". .0 ...t "' .., rt' "' 
"' 
rt: IX ~ 0 ('[ 
+ 0 IL'. N N 
•Y.: l.r'. '1:'. 
"' 11"\ ,'( "I ti' + 
0 "' 
.... 
- -u· ..... 'X' 
rx. ,.... •o 
"' 
.0 ::!'.'. r'(. 
CL cf.. (." 
"' rr: 
'Y "' 0 
"' 0 
.., a 
r- "'· '" 
,., 0:: 
" I\ • • 0 .,.. 0 ,,... -0 




..... -~ •'4 .... ..,. fl" 1"'..J _, •t ...,. f'{ 
-/\A••••• /) -4 + C" 
- ,.... ri .'!' ~ c· l"" ,., ~ o:: ':! fl:. o· "" 
• • • • • • • • I'\ et'. N 0 l"I"\ CX: 0.. 
l"' .0,... ..i.J f'IJ .r "U 1-.i Ill rJ) -1.J " '" l1' 
• .. .. • • • .. • • r(. a: a:: rr:. rr. ex Cf. o:. 
..0 U"I ..a U'"t "' "" ..0 ...... ..-4 
v \I v 'V v \I v v v 
N 
- rt'. ~ 
.. ''i' ~ ,., Cf" 
c o: - . ..., 
_. N .~ Cl'" n:: 
a: a: C"' 'l. 
.,.. "O O". .a 
..... 
a: 0. ('( « .I') ~ 
·o ..o ·r 






e: l" '\') er. "' rx .... "' ,..,_. a 
·1' .r n". rt' 
n: 'Y er: 
,.., "'"' :"C. a a-
a. IX « a: 
N ..t + -0 O' 
~ a: ~ ('( 
R R - ~ q ~ ~ R • q R R R R ~ ? P. R 
12 13 l 2 3 4 ; l 2 3 ... s 0 '; 11 l 3 
H[STC~{(...:.L I~F>t•·.lT[ ifl..i FC:~ EACH C'::",J:·.:_',T IN ·~c..>JLI:: 3 
co.1.1:;;:.. • .. i::·: r TY~~ S:;C~'SS ('!'T..\) 
r.~·J r·1:.t =~·T "4 ~s; HJ~t:i(G-.l"'!''\.:.J 
r1 ... ·=-1~-r.l r :... 1;'.:(::t ::,!..c ~.:.1 'io.5: 
2 Ai~.-• I c .~ T ~ ( ~;: i .! l ·,q. ;~: 
f(-4::-T·~-F=Ji!l'J;..:t~·.·A''l) 9". 0) 
4 .l.TT.<. [ ~jTt I :l~T:.) 99.JJ 
5 T I'" -T ..;-F ~I LIJP.E I G.l.'·'.'1.l.l 90.5.J 
0 ATLcl~uTEtil::H> 99. J•J 
7 TIA~-T~-F.l.ILU~EIG~~~.l.I 9o.5J 
a AT T" ~ I ~·~ i 0: ( u C: T ... J 99. )') 
; Tl.~C- IG-F.lll'JP.E(G.1'<'!~) 'io.5J 
10 ATP. [ 3u T 0 ( 3 c Tl J 99.GJ 
l l T [ 1<;: - T .:-F \ [ L · J' ;: ( :.; .l." ·~ ' l ~o.5; 
li lT r r. 1 e:n ~ < >:: r .i. l 9<;.;;) 
l' T [ ~-1.,: - T ~ - F .:.. l L 'J ~ t: ( Li -l ..,. '·' .l J .; 0. 5-) 
S?.>;>CS :: SY~r;::.'1 s1:-u .. lTlC'\ .~C•JTl\c 
F-.:. ! llJ;;, = ') 
2. ".': 












P~-'. I-·1 ... al 'i r~ [ c.;Jr L ..... '" 
'~ c: .l '• 
J. Sc'1S5 
o . .:j~ ")}'i 










0-9 !> -73 s 
SYSTEM ;Eu~;[UTY C.!.LC'.l~ATC:J F-<J'1 ~u:j ::;c;M?J';E"H RSLIA6ILITT1i:S IS v.9J34~o; SYS TE.'{ u~..:!:Ll~tl[L [Ty IS O.J905l4 
AV~Q~G~ SY5To'1 ~:Llt.'lillT• f{..;.'1 2J •·AT~ C.ULG T~[.l.L) IS J.S•H2~j avEM~GE SY5Tt'1 JN•EL!ad[LTY IS o.Jq2T45 
V.\il!i~~C: J. )J<)5 34 § 
\ _j 
sr~~jc~~~ C~J[~TIC~ J.J!HlO 
The :~1;:;1 ... :~ T [.~~ !S 10).0')) :-r:·;;;:; 
Tr.:: E5TI°"1~!"::~' 5Y51~·\ '>T::iF d~:,,=; !J~.:-. ·1::.:', ,:-'"" 1 '_\,:: ... t -{:L:.l.aIL!fI·~~ [$ 9.i:j_,~.-;;,J.~':+<)2 




zo. c Pc~c.::-..r 
l5. J P E~c.:: H 
5'l.O P!:RC:;\T 
75 •. ; Pi:.1!L E't T 
aJ.J pE,;;C::: ff 
c;J.c P~~c~r-.r 
95.J ?·;:.,c::: H 
97.5 P2'L:'•<f 
c;~.~ pi;:.;:c: .... r 
~~Lf~->IL I fy 
~ = ··,c-: ·,. T It 
;>•_; i ·~ T 5 
.... j I);·· j') 
J.3 r.-:.3v7 
') • .,·;3~25 
.:.. 3.., 7.,.~:; 
) • <1v 7-1- J.::; 
;.o;.LZt.2~ 
J.<;Z Tc.7:. 
';. <t > 5 ... i. 2 
..: • '1 j. c; .I..;'.+ 
,J ·'"' 3 '1 ~).., 
1.9:'iul! 
": ,., t-
P 0 <.~···llf 
? ~I•, T.:. 
':>. 5; z ! t ) .:.., t : t"..:. 2:. 11; ~:; 
7. 71J77~e~Et-JLH:0J~5 
<3.'7.;. 7~-..'122!: .. ;2M.:J..:':; 
~.2~li525~~~~1H:0~S 









LIST OF REVISED SPARCS PROGRAM 
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,\'f·'1iW: ... :• l'IWl:I f)llfil. 111·1111rts<t11.trn' 
i• 
I• .. 
/+. ,\'f'1)i 0:1:s:.~ (,\'IMlll l\l'lllr! l·'ln!Uf\1iM r llf< ('\,\'SE.\'S'fNI> l•!I':. I·:' I 11\fl I. I !/·S ... 
I" OF Lilrli'l.l'·X S'1:;11.r11 JS'" .>'L'.ill·'.1"1 il' r .. ·L/l l .. 'l·(l.)1.1.Dl!l;J· .. '·' l•I ,;,1· 1. . .'\S ... ; 
I• <P•~n· .. 1 r1>E lt{Jlt!J.:Vi"d L.'-'1 f;•l1)ll:~;· I C1I·\) 1111::· i..·F.1.1~·111·11.1 f'( i·1r!l.1 fll N 1Jr·1'. 
I• l:<ETWl.IN h\1'1111-\f·.\' Ufll<I) Ill·,, r:rmr·U·X S1'.l't:M 1IJ· ,)NY !fl•,!·<·I i:l'r~-., 
I• ~Hdlfl,)J Ill(/. 1111-. (:lli11'l•rn1H.\' c.\N l·.•I·: EifHLI< .Hl!\11.<'IJ' Ill( J'!.Mf. !•I· •/ 
I·• FtUl.I."·••':< Ill')' W[Jll !ill 1·<1.Sl'!-n•.:l.lt)rj "'~ "i'W::l.fl l·'l •)o:t.m····1. 1111( 1.:s1.iN •, 
I• ANI) Mi.INll:. t:Al~I fl H'.l..'.JINll~'ll:S l\l·<E •::1~1-'l UYLI.l. tril·'lll'S .,1::r.: M1Nlr1r.I .. 
ST1HI.:.\' f.'UI< .\'YSH.M 1i1"! I I.I' Mll11l.ll LS ,li!ll L!JMl'ilr!Hll f· ,,!: '"·.!. lfJSllll<Y •! 
l!tH A. MI 11 I ;1.,1 .. 1· 1,; 1'1.. .. 1' t'1l·:1: rH•I! M,\1 I· 01 I I I, I· Uf( '1··:1.'! .. I"'' I I ' f Y' 
/> ANt\1...Y.\'lS •II~ 111Mln;.t. 1 .. 111.'.> Hlf\ 'llt-/1<!'1 l,'d.tll Ill' 1H/(lJ ,_,,:;. 1111.11·111 •I 
I• [SA .\'CllE'Loi.lU. I.If· .\'l.\'fl: .. M ra:.1..Ji\IHl..!J'( MW M'll>I· .,.,.,11111· .. N!.t 1i.'i',\'ll .. k/ 
1-.. cJtfn;o r1.11·'t· 11·•·.1!!:/' 1 Lv1·1 s. r11t-1F tHlht f.\·.1s .1.s i"H·1111h'111 ~ 1 111..: r:r1cH "'/ 
J11r c11M1 .. ·ui4t.:."''· 11!1· 1·~t.1J 1h,f1·t Ah:I::: 1..-:;.i;1--·~.1-;:]l·:N1;1:·u r1:111.t1~·:1 !l1;:1111(f'.\. 1t1.r·~!··,,.1 
I• M!ll.All 0 .\'!lf'1'1.S.\'f.1' ,\1l!J l·t111..l!l'\l:.I' f·111:; A'f ff\J.01.ifi:·.S. [.'>J'!.:.l<'':t·!•:J .. Jl 11.:.'il ·-•/ 
I•· lNIJ 11.l"ll. \1li1f·:1"1!1i.J ll !l TU MLSS[llN l:•,,Jl.Jl'h'1LLrrl 11111 l.'>1 ,,..11> I ,\Jl.l'll•:L.\' •I 
I• rim I II t'IJ1111l1i1 tH:;. 11n, SYMl'H.11... 1)1" Cl.li1PilrH .. Nl l.\' l'"'''I" !·:· .. •· •/ 
I* .\'llCU: .. :;.~·llJl·l. ( 1, :•, :.1 •••• , 1.'.!IJ. MO!!Ul.ES Al-\E 11'1 111. S!.•J"t.•lCl::.l) •/ 


































l..OCl\S. M. Cl., 
I EE, K. K., 
MflNIT Cf\1\10 l•AYA.lSN SY.\'l'l.:M l([I !(1!111 llY Miii M/ 
11fl11 CONFl'l!l':NL:f f<SSESSMl ... NI, 11:·1. •1;i;1";1 lif.1··1'1\1·•/ 
M''l .. IH.- Jl-\-·/~ .. -1•1'14, AH! 1·1)1d:L 1·1 ... 11o111· •!fl·l1\111•.'S ... / 
lr'.llHll\:Al"IH,Y, Alf~ J-Of' SYS"Jt:M.\' 1:tHW1o"1fl!), ·~11~11a11r tr/ 
f·','.llU<.l'ON r.:th Fl.ll\CE ('1;\Sf:., 111?!11, 1·11··,_ •I 
1<11.l+il'.lll..1.J"Y, MAl.Nl't)HIAlll.l.llY, ,'or!ll 1'1'JAll A·-
l<JI .11·1 ,u·~·1:SMFNr. lhHOf-.. N !tllt'I. •.:11., I'>'/ •. ~. 
flf: .. 1•·:'1.; l I. rm 11E I IUIDS FUR (jf:'rlr l·iti I r r·l•i l 0:1V·llll IM • / 
l1LV Ir) ITS l\N\) rw.: fl~ APF'L .. 11 :,~I I 1 •ilX 'rl ,':'I,\' I UI k / 
Hl:.1 rr,111.1 ITY, M1i.\'ll::.tl'.1· r111 s.1:;, 1:11111 "I""' i.rw •I 
fMl·Olml1J't:r1r~ SCIUICl:S, 11.\'JI, .1111 l, 1'>'.'I. •./ 
•/ 
1.:orn .. E:'Y, .!. w •• .\'111111.rdlflll f.''t\f)Gl'\Mt FUR (1.\'S[.\',\'lllf; lllf .. / 
. / l\f:I l.M•ll..l.!Y CIF COMPLEX SY.\'ll·c•'1,'; (.\"""'·d::n, 
1·11.0. flll::::;JS, OSI.I, 1'1'/b. 
CHANlll...Ef<, .I. f'.,!~(\rll .. lltHI ifl<MI. t D.lSllUf<l.fTl:.11 1-·.1·1 .. 11Ji11 l;,n!l1tlM 
N1.1n11fl·<S, 11t11-'0 •li'.cl ISlffl> J)l)J,1Jr1Lrll, • '•Ml·'lll :.N•• 
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l.iillJSI 
111•1 llH.' 
111 S l lff 






1:0111··1.JTES l..llU I.IF UAMM1) ~ l!Nl:T 1 lfr·I. 
111.: r~U\t) f'ES /'Ii;. l'i'\ !HcV .1:1> H:.S. 
C:1)11.:1.1t...1l!T 111.Jl.>IJU: OH ,\'YSll..M l'·:F 1 ·1,; 11;.! !IL 
f'il •H'.li1·i IE.\' t::t:'Ml·'i'.MET flLI fAll I I... I. I (. 
1'of·'iJl:::ri1YJ'CS f:l.I rlAl'O' •Jt::t.: f'!}t(.\' 1 ·111.: I fll !P,I ! llf./. 
I·'!·: fN I.\' f'l·i1Jf1(1lc [I..] J'Y FtJll,\ f I I.It·!. 
11F.l·ll··1.:r1 IE.\' 1Jf 11.:r1i"1I. l>E 1J I 1-~1 11 ;; . 
io. / 
•l 
l·'lddlS l.l'lft.ih:l"ir'il [lll•J Ff.JI~ SYSTl:"r·I !f•l~f·!~ !I fr;fH 1111~11,· 
1 ..·1,·ru1s vt.i !rl: .. 1Jf 11r.S'Tf.Jl·u·f:1il. ('111·11 ti··!' 01 u,~r;,, ,.,. 
i•'.l.till !'Ni''l.if !•r~l.i JN. •i 
!:II/ii 1111.:· rlLJ't1J Lu,.,PUNENI 1<1::1.l.fil'!! !. !Y 11~11r1 )I/ 
111.:;11.m·1r:AI Ll.lf'l!·'LINl::.N·! lJAlr1. •/ 
,:1 Ill l<l-111-:.\' UrH/ lli'r1 11t-.Vl.1)1i:cS. •·/ 
(1 1 .. dl l·:···n~.\; f"11°1r1r1,.'\ IJEIJl"t\JES. 11/ 
! ·f' i·:! .. •!l·:il:.i .\'IHI. I. SUI((' IJN .\'YS'l I:. t1 1\1 f. ! ,-,,, 11 r I 11·.:;. • ... 





I• rMf·'f\IU NAT Wol·U l\[11 LS: •I 
kl 
, .. 


















\'I l'itrm l'1)h·1·111I II I\ 11\!IM lll,\'l!llo'll'1'il 111,I,.... .. .. 
1· t ,.·11, 1 111< 1\t .. 1., 1. ,11 11 1 1 ·, n1..: 11t-11.;1 1 11il! 11 1 v tJH"111;r .':'.\' k / 
r.Vtl<t)tlF SY.l'll·<n l··"·:.• .. 11,Bll.IIY. ,.; 
1.l.li11'NLNl l·ffl lo·ol•ILl.l IT.\'. ,; 
CULH· 11.:lENTS 111 .f[l\MS lN SYSlliM l'IJUAf.TON. •/ 
B:l:N,)ln Vl:J:lfm.1· l··i.lf\ MlNHll\I f'o)!llS. </ 
NllrHH'R OF CCIMl.'flNL'NlS JN .\'YSILti. ~i 
NUM!.lfC!.( UF Mo.!l1IH. l::s lN SY s·1 t::M. •·/ 
Nl.IM.IH::f( OF M.l:NlMt)L SllHl':S .rn SYSTEM. ~/ 
~·HJM!'IER OF H'.l(M.\' IN E(Jlll\ I llJN, •I 
N\IMUEI·( nr SIMIJLAT .I.UN.I' DE.\ H;LI). >t/ 
SYSTFM l~ELlf\ftll.lTY. k/ 
SYSIEM lOENTIFfCAllDN. ~/ 
SYSH'M fiEUAfllLirIES VFCHlfL •/ 
11.lNM\Y VECl1:m !.I~ rE"M rn LQIJATlON. •/ 
M 1s.n11N I fME. K/ 
l J: ME UN I I SllCH tU SECOND, MIN UTE, lH\ HOUR. "I 





I* n STEM IJ .! TtfOUl MODULE -·-· 
I• 
/It DATA 




















































Al .. l'llANllMFR.IC SYSTFM I!H:NTJFJ.C1HHJN. 
I • NI IMf<E I~ LW MllN IE CliliL fl I !i .11\1. S. 
'"I .\').\'ICM 11CSS.lrJN r tr11. 
1. NUMU.:JC ZERll DENI! I t:.'i' Nfl Mfllllll F. 
:). NIH1llt:R OF CfJMPONl.:.l~TS IN .\rSILM~ 
3. NllMl1ER (IF SYSH:M Ml.NJM,'ol .\'!1.11.S. 
4. 'I\' Ft1f.:REL.lr~llJl.lTY, ''.I' 1111·< 
LINRlLlABlL!TY ANAl.YSlS. 
~i. MfSSfON TIMI: IJNlT, 1w·1 IllJJoil. 
!MAXIMUM 10 CHAf\f1ClEIL:>:• 
1. '0' LI FIJI\ OAMM1~ < l'lm:. f11 
FAil ... 1mu rm '1'[1 l·Uf\ l<l:fA 
( SIJCCESS···FAil.1.lfUc >. 
2. NUMBER (JF MISSIONS (f3At1MA> OR 
SUCCESSES <LIEIAl. 
;5, NUMl<H< OF FA U..llf·:ES. 
M MJN I MAL .HA I LS f\S 1) .\' f!HNf; OF 
N VFC rt.il·\S SIJCll AS '0011o•11. 
CflMPllNl: .. NTS JN ·111E MIN I.Mt.I. Sll\H_ ARE 
OfNOlbP BY "1 •, CUMPONLN'S NnT IN 
MlNfMM .. nAIE f<Y "v". 
lNPl.Jl' l>ATA SEflli' f.:XMIPLE 
oooaoo00011111111112222222222JJJJJJJJJJ44 
1234567890123456JU901234~618901234,6tllY01 
I IJU t:OMf'ONE'NT Ai'!lJ rwo M JN J MAL l·'MH SY STEM 
1\li) 100 
0 2 ~~ 'R' I M.1.NUt"ES' 
•l • t)' fJ 9'} 
~j. I 1 I (I 60 2 





































HIH .. INE 
HIS1Nf'-









t:llMf"illl .I' 1.llti Iii- 1;>1MM11 111r11:1111~J. •/ 
1J1-:Nl:h1\ll S 11L.f1) OL.\'11·111.. \'. "-/ 
Ct~! 1:11! nlf rl(JIJl.11..E I'll\ Si'.'i'lf:M fil':.1..IAl.<JI ITY. lt/ 
r;l:'NEl·\1111...S Cl.lMl"f'IN[ r f(l .. I. 1.nn I.I I J'Y. •·/ 
Gl.c.Nl.::1(1\ I ls n I NAI\ ,. 1.ir: r:: I Ill(.\' 1111·: [QIJATIUN. •./ 
r:·1~JNI'.\' f"l'Wl<1i.l.ITl. .. JTY [q11,1r.1.0N. *I 
GE NI.lit"\ Tl;:.\' ~•lll(MAI._ DL'JJ.i·OI l:S. ~I 
f"IHtn s INI' Lll(MI) r ION f' Iii·; SY STEM I IH':N'l .IT I Cil I :J flN•/ 
r·1;;11U.\' 'JAi 111::· I'll" HISll.l\'(ii:t1•._ r:t:1Mr:·11Nt:.rn !)t.rn. •/ 
klc.AD lNl·''i.11' DAIA .llL •/ 
CllM!'llll' MU\N Cl:IMf"iJNFNI 1;;ELIAltlil'IY Ft;;(lM lt/ 
H[S'li'll•:l'l.:;11 CDMl'IJNENT ltAIA. •I 
GFNl:·:tll i.:·s I.Ir~ f'FDF.;M lHclJ 1"1 ITS. •I 
GEN~R~fES G~HMA DEIJl~J~S. •I 
H:.f\l,.ill;MS SHt'LI_ SOR! ON SYSffM F\Ll.Tr1f'•ll . .l.l'CFS.•/ 
i:nr·11.':111.•; tirHI i"ldNfS SIAIJSTJCAI. [Nl·'111.;r1;\J.1.i'INS•/ 
-·-· SYSH:<1 l4J Ill MltDULES .... -
/ll DATA Nl.IMf<[R COl.IJMN DESCRIPTIONS 
































I f,;L E 












Al.f"lllHHJMU<IC SYSTEM TllCN'f IY1r:ri1 !llN. •I 
1. NllM!.11::.1< OF MUNn: Cilf(l ... lJ rrnA: .\'. •I 
., SY.\'H:M MISS HIN J'JMHUF'T.ll)N!,I.). ,.; 
1. IJllMlll':l'i m:· MltDUl..ES IN SYSll ... M. •I 
.. , NUr11:tl:;)~: OF MUDULES JN SYS.I Fr-1. .11.·/ 
S. NUMl.<ER OF MJNIMAL STATES IN SYSTEM•/ 
4. 'Fi' 1·m1 SYS!EM l'iEl .. IAl:<Jl .. lTY, 'II' •·/ 
FOR SYSl'FM UNkEl...IAR!LJIY. •/ 
5 Ml.I'S.! UN T!Mto: UNITS (Dl''TJIJNl\I >. *I 
,I SYSlt'.M MlNlMM_ STATES AS A ::n:'clfW •I 
l!IN1il\Y iN MINlMAL STAfE M(E f)Nt.:in::n ... ; 
rn· "1 ". MODULES NOT IN MJrHMM. SIME .. ; 
RY "U". . •I 
I. 'fl' H.lf~ Mi'llHJl .. E REl...IA£1IL lTY, 'I.I' •I 
FOR MODLJt.E UNREl.IARil...ITY. •I 
;•. Wt!/111.E I!lc:Nl'JFICA'Jl.ON, :• r:t1.01I''· MAX•/ 
3. N'.lf1E<lol( OF Cflr11'"0NUH .l N MOPUI !~. •,/ 
•l. NCI. IH' 111.NHIAL STAH: . .\' :W MlllJ'J! I:::. •I 
I. 'O'B F·rrn Ut111M1i<TIMl::"·l()·-l"At 1.111,1.·) •I 
I.JI< '1 'I) Fiii( 11[ !'A ( SllCU:ss .... ,.:·;, IL)Jf((:) •I 
2. Nl.IMB[f( nF· MJSSJUNS(IJf"\MMr1> !Ii\ •/ 
.\'UCf.1:.\'Sl:.SS ( !1C fA >. •I 
3. NllMl.<l.f( lll" 1·1\11..111\FS. ~1 
M M11{l111 F' i1JrlJM(-ll Sl'ATES AS A STIO:NG •I 
1'1f 1;J1;1i:\Y N <.'l:Tl'Ul\S SUCH AS '01110'1.i.•/ 
LtlMf"l.IN:'.NIS lN MINIMAi.. .')'!An: M':l. •I 
l)LNl.I f l::l) l.<Y 1, l:llMF't:JNEN·r ,\' NIJT J.N l</ 
Mf.Nft1AI. Slf)I_ I<l' O. •I 
•I 
/ti *" THE FlFIH, SlXTH, ANO .\'F'.'HHll llfHA SETS Af([ REPEATED FOR lt/ 
I• EM:H MIJl>Ul.E. •/ 





















f"IJS r r ION 
CAfW 
I• l...ANGUMiL llSt:: J\ 
I• Pt(F~ClSJIJN 
I• r:·1~1JIJRM!r11:: I·( 
•I 
0000000001111111111 ::!:;':!:.';!::!:!:!2;!:1:13:U~B3:l:l44•14•l4 •I 
1 2:14 "ib I ll'h) 1 :.1 ..1 •l 'Ji> I IJ'll;) 1 '.,> ..14 ~>ti 71:1'101 2 ::~4 '.ib"/H'l(l i :-';·;•I':; •I 
TWO .. M(ll)l 11.F Mlfl I ~10-CIJMf'OtffNl SY STEM ANAi.. Y SJ. S 
.. ;.w 41:1 




'01 'I.• '10'1.< 
'IJ' . ,, ' :«~ 
'1 'II y~). 
' (), I) 1 :.~(} • 
'()1 'Li l {)I l! 
I h' I I f,f I ., 
'0' B 12(). 
I ·n 1:1'>. 
'10' [1 '01 ' (< 
f"I../ l 
:; fNlil L 





































MAHI F'l·WCl:· IHll'·:F: •I 
. ... .............. ........ "'•··--·----·-··-- .. ·· -·•/ 
I• >I 
1>1:1 ... llML ll.tl1ll IJICU.>,t)IYl'L u1r,1n11. ,\')',\'!!) 1:111\l((l.IV), IJNJ.I Cllf1f((j()); 
DCl. <NCLJM,NMlill,Nf"Alll,.\'l.t1NUM,NC(IMS,N.\'11ll) FlXl::.!J 1<1.N<1')li 
t'lf•[N f· 11.f (SY Sl·'l\I NI) !",\Iii: S .I II.: ( ~)0), 
CIN f:N lll'Al'il:' ( ,\'Y .\'I"'' rrn) :"II r 1: l 1 .. 1:.: ( SYSl·"IU NT) PAUi:: .• 
AGN:!IN 1:Nlll:·1.1..l' ISY.\'111\ OU 1(1 II.NII·\, 
CALI. llWIJT1 <11r1·1·F,rH:iH1,N~llJl),Nl"IHll,SlMNllM,.\'YSID, I !'Ml:,1mr f); 
IF Nr11.Jl).c0 lllf:N l<El,ltl; 
/!<·- ............ ____ . . .. .. ·····- ··-·--· .. ·····-·-.. -.. -·-·-···· -......... ...... .. ..... ·····--······*I 
/;; f''kflCES.\' <'t:JF\ SYSTEM WITHOllT MODULES *I !•-----------------.. '··--------··--- ... ----------•/ 
DCL (A ( NCUM >, AVSM, I< OWllM >, i:f\E I.< NCOM l, .\' !Mf<EI. , .\'Y.\'Vl:C (SI MNUM > ,.S"f Mf:F<, 
TOT,Hll:'> F'l .. n,11 1)1::1:<c.J,<::111:.T('>OO(J) FIXl::o f!!N(4.l, I . .\' f'IXl:.ll 11lN(15), 
[(J'/D CHAf\(6),MJrWlll\rH'fllll) fl[l<NC01i) 1hW,NILliH !·:TXl:cll l1[N(1'.)), 
f'U(MS ( 'iOOO) l< l r ( rll:llM l VM<. TYi·:·[ ( Nt:l]M) f.11 r ( 1 ) i 
AVSM"O.; [(~[l).c'.'i'YS Till= O.; TUT'.'= O.; 
CALL INl''UJ::.! <NCllM,Nh\111, IH'L,A,f<,MHff"Hl>; 
CALL MLANk[L CNLUM,A,l:<,TYPl,CkELI; 
C:ALL HIH. Uff: (SYS ll!, r!MI .•!>, r!!:i'IM, NPATH, ATYf-'[, SJMNUM l ; 
CALI. fll..\'HiF (IJCllM,A, 11, fYl"t.,l..'l·i!J .. ,[IJl])); 
CALI .. tJ~Gl::N ( Cl.iff 'Mr N""l 11' r·ll'.UM' N1:·A n1. NlEl~M. 'fTl:iM.\') i 
CALI.. EIJf'LI l (A I n·E. t:n: 1:·. M l.N::· 111, Nf:OM' Nh\ flf. N ITl~M. HFiMS. 1:1u fl, NMD!I); 
CM.I. C!.11·1r·u1T ( Cl~EI..' UJLT 'rJo';<)M' N 11: l<M. IL'kMS. :; f'M~:EI ) • 
PllT 1: 11..L ( SY.\'f'I( Ufl .1 l:.ll 1 I ( '.\'1'111(!;,I' .n:n LM SlMllU-\ flCIN fd/l.ITTNE') 
< ,\'l,J 1' ( .. ! l, A), 
ff ATYI·'[ ~ 'II' Hll-'.ti .\ !~11\I.: 1.-" 1. ··SI Mi'<f:l..J 
STMCli",\' ltH<l.:I ; 
PlJT f' 11..L<.\'YSPIUrfl) Liil I (' SYSH:'M f<ELIABlLlTY CA1 .. r;1.11 A He!> f kOM '. 
'Ml:'AN 1:UMf"Oill. Nl Iii.I. TAI.Ill l Ill ES TS ', STl1fd.:L, '; SY.'i''lTM ', 
'1.Hil·n:r.. rti•.<Jl ... I 'f y lS '. 1 ..... nr1f\l.'.I...) <Sl\Jf''( 5> 'A' A, F ( IJ. ").,)'A, F ( "'· 6)); 
DO IS 1 rn .\'JMNl!Mi 
CALL DAl~GEN <A,U,NCUM,TYPE,CREL>; 
/lt 
CALL CutH·'IJ'I E ( Cl·\1::.1 .• r:uFF. NCflM. lfl Ll~M. TEfiHS. STMr<EL) i 
11· ATYf"t ·" 'II' 1111:.N Sl11f<[l .. ~1 ..... nMkEl; 
SYSVLC( J s) ·~s l Mm.1 .. i 
AVSM ' t\VSN " .\'f'Ml'\!:I.. / Slr1NIJM; 
TOT "' TU I 1 STM!<LI.; 
TUT2 ~ ·111T:1 > SrMf\l:.L.M.\"fMm:t...; 
END; 
/M END OF .\'JMUl...ATlilN */ 
CALL. .\'llf(I' ( S [HNI.JM, SY .\"JE!: >; 
CALL SIAf(.\'lMNUM,SY.\'V~1:,AV.\'M,ATYPE,TIME,UNIT,TOf,Tfll2,.\'TMCRI; 
r·ur FIU:.<Sl'Sf"IU.rfl) f"!\1)1.C, 
END; /!t l•Ful.N FUf( NIH~ MIJlli.11 E SYSIFM f"fil.lCESS If/ 
; .... " 
I• PRDCLSS Fl)f( SYSTEM WITH MODULES 
··-···········-···"""""""""*/ 






N .\'I t1 f ·-Nf'A 111; 
net. NSIRM FIXE!I BlN(l~>.SMINP(NSTAT) BITCNCDHSl VAR • 
. 101.!·(1()()()) FIXl:D l'o'l.N(4.l,SITl:Mc1000> lcJTCm:11M.\') VMi. 
DCL < oWSM, I IJT, l t.IL', r1Jlf<l. <NrlOD, S lr1NUM), HEL.MOI) ( NMDIJ I , SY.\'')f'.C <.\'I MNUM) , 
l\111 .. \i. <NMUDI. Sf MCI\) l·l.1],)f DEC(6). [l;J.[l) CHAf\C6J' (M.\'Tr.r .1 ...• Nr:n1 
r:· I Xl:. 0 I.< i:N ( I")) ; 
1WSM-'O., E1)l.))~'SYS TOT~ CJ.; TOT2 = O •• 
CALL lNPtilJ <SMINP,NSlnr>1 
CM.I .. 11111 lNI CSYS 10, t<Mlll•, NCUMS, NHAT, ATYPE, SlMNUM J; 
r;,11. .. 1_ I:: UliLN (,\'OU· , SM .I NI·', tH .. 11~1.\', NS TAT, NSTFiM, STE1ir1 l ; 
c,:,1.1... UWl.IT (I\ .. VI -r: • .\'01:.1· • .\'r1 T NP. NCUMS' NSTAT. NS f'f(M. STEl;:M. Eq .Ill. NHl!l)) ; 
DO i..•"1 JU Nt11HI BY i; 
CALI. INl"l.114 CAJYf·[,l:.UTO,Nl:IJ ,MSTATI; 
I• R/ 
Rl'LlfN; /* lNNF.H •I 
J\i:l. (()(llf:UJ, fl<N1.:U> ,Clil.1 iNCIJI ,MUDl~[L,.\'TMl:(EL>Fl.OAT fl[C(61; 
DLI. COl::Y (:')()(JO) 1::· I Xl: n fl lti ( 4) 'Ml Nl .. "fH (MST AT) l!J. T rncu ·' .... :11<. I Yf-•F (NCO) 
J-1]1'(1),(.IS,Nll .. ''M) l·.1.XUi E<lN(1'.>>,TEFiMSC5.000> C<.IT(NCll) IJlll:<, 
C•\L.I... HIPl.IT~i (I\, 11, MHH-"fll, TYF·E, NCO, MSTA f'); 
cr.r .• L f:.1.;f.l!CN ( t:Ul:.I". MI rlF' f 11, NCl:I • MST AT. N'fEfiH. TERMS} ; 
I• •I 
Co'•LI .. I: IJl"llT ( ATYPL, cr:.1U', N.I Nl"ll-I, NCO , t1S'1"T, NIT l~M, T!::J·:MS, EIJ l 0, NMflll > ; 
CM.I .. r11J\Nl<LI. CNCl.I ,A,tr, fy1:·E,Cf<f:l..I; 
c,:,1..1 .. \..Ur·1f·11 n: ( C1':U. '1.:rn.: f;. r-11:0 • NTEl:iH. TEHMS. f(Mlll. ( l.)); 
I• *I 
109 
Ci\1.1 11!.\'JNF <NCf! ,A,l<, IH''E,cm:.t.,FIJJ()), 
1·11 r I 11. Li SY.\'f '!(Ii< r l St, u· ( ') l. 
f·•fq 1·111 (.\'1'.\'!··'!\lrJ' l FIJI I ( '.\T'1ilil;s SITIE:M .\'IMUl.All(IN l'iflllllrff') 
( .\'I\ I J ' i , ~ .1 , 1·1 .I ; 
IJt1 1:; 1 111 :.·1r1r111r1, 
C1il..L IJ1i!Mil:.N <r,,J1,N1;11 , IYl'E,OiU); 
Lo·'ol I. 1 .. :11~Wl.IJf:; (l:f;J.1..,1;11i.;r ,NCO ,NIFJ<M, TEl~HS,HOOF<FL>; 
Hl1!·iL. (I , I,\') •-MIJl)li': I.; 
ENO; 
/H •I 
END; I* INNFfi Ill Ii.IN •I 
ENO, I• flMIJ!\ •I 
CALI 1:1 JMI ·111 L (!.:Ml!! , SOI. I , f.11.:0MS, NS fl'il1, S fLh:M, S IMl\E.I. > ; 
11' Afl'l'I: 'I.I' 1111.N .'ifr11i!L.'··1.·-SIMl<l'I.; 
F'lrl FJ.1.1:.<Sl'.''l''l'\Jtll) F.!111 <' SYSll.M 1a:LIAt1H.lTY CAl..CIJl..A!fO FFiOM 
'Mlc:AN COMl·'flNl.tJI 1\1:.1.lAIHLlTIJI:.\' J.S ',SfM'<LL, '; Sl'SILM ' 
'l.INlil.l.Jo'd:lll.JIY l.\' ',1.···STHl~l:l.J 
( .\'l\J I'' ( '> l , A, 11. I ( 0. 6) , l·i, A, F ( ll, 6) ) ; 
STMCl'(·0 .n HliF:I..; 
DO TS•1 HI SI MNIJM; 
J)O l.=1 l I!. NMU!\; 
f~El.MIJD < L) : ... r\Jl!iL ( !. , l S >; 
Et~O, /1t NMflf.! ·M./ 
Ci\LL. C\11WIJ 11: (~:El.Ml.ill, SDl:F, NCOHS, NSTf<H, STERH, STMl~EI.); 
H ATY1:·1:: "' 'II' lllfcN STMl<U_::,1,-·S!Mfff:L .. i 
.\'YSV[~r l.\')m.\'JMR[L; 
AVSM ·' 1W.\'M t .\'T11fiF: I. I S lMNIJH; 
ff•! "· !Ill I SH\!ii I • 
Ill!::•·· lilf:• ·t· .\l111il.l.•.nMliFI; 
I !JU, /• .\'IWllltl •I 
1.:1il.I. :;1llil C.\JHNIJM,.\'Y.\'Vl'.C> i 
•.:l\I. I. .... I fl I ( ,\' ! MNUM •• \' l.'iVF.1.:' •iVSH' ATYl·'f: .• I l MF' urn T' TOT' TOT2. STMCR); 
l''Llf I 111·rs1:;1·FiJNf) 1::·Alff.i 
END; I> ~:1 .H Iii JjfN •/ 
END; /,., 1 1 .• \'l f111 Ii/ 
GO TO ,)(ON' 
!•------ ----------------------·----- - - ------·-------------•/ 
I·• LND OF HAIN F'f·:UCEl>\lf([ •I 
I•--- --- ·------- --·----------------------•/ 
INf•IJJ j . r'RDI: (Ar Yf'F .• NC!JM' NMOO' Nf"f,TH. s JHNllH. SY s If)'., JHE' f IN I l) i 
/tf ·······-
- ·---------·-·--------------------------------------~-!</ 
l• lll!c .1Nf'f.IT1 PRIJCl:DUliE !~EADS IN DATA FOF< Tiff SYSIEH *I 
I• mun n· ICAlff\N. tf/ 
I• 
l!CI <NCOM, Nr1lJI), NI·'!\ Ill. S IMNllH 
DC!.. ( I I 111. 
DCL Afn'·E Cl/AR (*),tlNll CHAI~(•); 
PCL .\'YSID CHAR (•); 
rn:·1 FJLE (.\'YSINl EDIT <SYSJI)) (COL.<1 ),A<HO»; 




Fl..t.ioi I DCC <Iii; 





I• lNr'l!T2 F'l·WCF:!lllf(L l~F1;1>s IN IHSTIJIHC•il. DATA Ff(IJ COMf'l.INENT.\' l</ 
I• MW MJNIMt\L STAIE·.1· JN L1!r-/1'of(Y f.;EPfU'..\'l:'.NTATTON Fi.IR C:CH1f'1.ITAI \llrJ •I 
I• 111' .\'rSl!c.M l~ELIAf.•ll lll' klJ!llUUT HUDllJE.\'. 1'/ 
l•-------·---------------------------------------------------------1'/ 
/'It it/ 
.!Nf''Uf2: PRDC (NCOH,Nf"Alli,TYPE,A,B,HINPTH); 
l!CL. (NCOH,Nl::'<HH, I FIXED l!JN(1'il> 
OCL (t\(•),[<(1') \ 1"1..UAI l)tC (/1); 
OCI. HJNl·'TIH><> ft1T (!t) VAl'i , TYPl':(1t) BI'Ht<); 
13ET IJLl:<.HSIN) US! ((T\'PC<I>.A<I>,B(.f) DO C=1 TD NCUM)); 
IJCI 1-JL!.: <SYSlN> L !ST \ O:HlNPTH< J) DO I~1 TU NP.HI!))• 
f~E nmN• 
LNO I Nf'f IT~'; 
INPUfJ: PRIJC <SMlNP,NSTAT); 
I• t</ 
!•------------ - ------------------------------------ ·-------•/ 
;,. INPUTJ f(E:AJ>S TN f'HI.: MINIMAL STATES (SHlNf') Fl\U SYS!EH WHICH t</ 
I• 11"\S TllE MUl)f!f..ES JN JI. ,.; 
!•------·---·--·--··-·--·--·---·----·-··------------------·--·-··------···--~-
/It 
DCL SHINPC•) BIT<><> VAH, NSTAT FIXED BlN(15); 
DC!. (1 > FIXED IHN<1'.'i); 
Piil rH.L(SYS1-·rn11n LJSf <NSTATl i 
G[T FILE <SYSJNl LIST <CIMINf'Cl) DO 1=1 TU IWS!f)l>); 
l~ETIH<ri; 




I• ------------------------------· ----------------------------•! 
I• 1NPUT4 PliOCEDlmE HFADS THE DAfA nm MODULE IDFNTJFICATIUN. "/ 
I•-- --------------------------------------------------------·-·•I 
/14 *I 
1NF'llf4: r·1w1: <ATYP,FIHD,Nl:i.lM,STAH:Sl: 
tll'I i'11YP CHAll<•),l;fHll CllAF~<•l,<NCflM,STl\TES> FlXCll FIHH15l; 
GET FILE (SYSINI LIST (ATYP,FQID,NCUM,STATFSJ; 
h:FTIH~N; 
FNf); /K lNF'U'f4 •I 
JtWlll'.:i: 1··1wc <A,B,MlNF'TH,TYr'F,NCOM.SIATF.\'I i 
I·• 
I•. - ·-·-·------·-·. . -··-·-·--·-- - .. ···-· -··-··-· ·-·-. -----·--·- ·--· -··- ----··-- --·-·- - ----•/ 
I• lNl'l.I r~i Pl'WCE:DL)l'(f:. liEt-1DS J.N HT s ff 1.nr:t.r. DATA nm c:urlf"UNCiHS •I 
I~· AND MNIMl\L STATES F(Jr,: CDMF'UTATTllN 111:- l:.r.cH lil)t)ULE l~LL li'ltill IllFS. •I 
I•-- ---------· ------------------- .. --------- - ---------•! 
I* •I 
DCL INCDM,STATES,I I FIXED BIN<t5J; 
Dr:t.. (i'l(*),l)(W)) FLUl'll liEC(/,),MINl'f'l-l(•l fill(•) Vl'il'<,TYf"F<•> l!IT<*ll 
Coi"'I FJl . .F <SYSINJ UST ((T'll''EU),l\(l),fl(t) DU 1~1 Tfl NCDM))i 
1;[1 I ILE <SYSINI LISI ((MJNF'TH< I.I DU ]<=I TO STAl'ES)); 
ru: Tl.lh'N i 
r:No [NF'IJI 5; 
MFANliEL: PRDC CNCnM,A,B,lYPF,l\CRJ; 
!•--------·---------------·-----------------------------------------•! 
/" I\ COMf''Ul(oTlf1N f'l'<CICFDl.lf':r: Flm Mh~N r;-r:uAr<IIII'I llF UlMF'ONEIH •I 
h Jt(o.\TO llf'ilN I llE III STUfUCAL DATA 111 EACI I COMPONENT m:L U\l<ILITY. •I 
I•- -----------------------------------------------------------•/ 
; .. 
DCL <NCOM, Tl FTXFI> F<l.NC15), <A<•),ll(l<),ACI\(•)) FLOAT I>EC<6), 
i'',T'E<·•) l<l I'(•)' 
!Ht I c• 1 Tf'J NC.UM; 
IT l YPE (l) ~' 1 • f< THEN f\Cr~ ( l) ~ (I\ ( I,.. 1 ' ) I (A (I H n ( I) +2. ) ; 
FL.SF l\CF1<Il,,(A(ll/(l\(l.H-~1 .J>••FIXEl)(f<(l)+I.>; 
F~l'. (I.JI-'.!'.,; 
1- ND MFAlll\l'.L. 
111>1 I NE: Prrnc (SYS rn' NMUll. NCl'IM' NF'A"J ll, {\ IYPF. SlMIWM); 
I• "'/ 
I•--· ·-·--. -- -----------·-------·-- -----·--· . -- ·--·----- ----------------· ------------·--·•/ 
I• lil)LlNF f'IUNl'S MAJl'm lllAlllNGS nm i<EY WolHAFll rs (\j'H) SYSrEM rn. •I 
I•-·. ------------------- ..... 
--------------•! 
I·• 
i\1'1. SY.\IO 1''111\f;• (>), oYIYr'I .. r:llM\ (•),SIA Clll\i((4l VAl\i 
itl':l Uli''.UM,NMOll,Nr''Alll,.\'l11Nll;1,NC ) I I.XU) fl[N(I")); 
IF I\ I YPE-' Fl' I 1 ll'cN ,\'I,.,~' l-'1~ 1'1-1' ; 
1:1 .1·1: s /',~·--· '1:111 • ; 
i'lJI fllF<SYSF'IHNft F1.111 ('•SI' r. H 1: S •'l 
c 1··,.,r;1 , o\ i < ',\'Ji11JI t, f I /'IN F'l~l1Jif;;,Ji1 r·nr( ! I IF o\Ni'll 'IS IS llF THE ', 
'fll'l..11\J<ll .. lfY 1.11' C111i1'LFX SY.\'fUI" \Sl•.ll'I I ),i'l,Al ('SYSTEM ', 
'l.f.JFlll ll' l:CATlON' ,S\'Sllll <Sl\Jl'C;>l .A_.ri,X<1'.ll,l\l 
I 'Nl.JMl<l'"F·: Cil .. ,\'li1111..AIJON.\' ',.'"IMrll.IM) (.\'1\IF'<1 > .A,X(13l ,F<3> l 
('i~liMl<[I'( Uf" MUI.\IJll:'S ',NMOlll (Sl\il'(1).A,X(1ll,F<3ll 
( 'Nl.IMl<CI~ OF Cl'IMl'''(li'H::rffS ',Nt:UM) <Sl\IP<I J,r1,X<14l,F<:·1>> 
< '1'WMIJEI': OF Ml:NIMr~L ',S'fA,Nf'l\IHl <.H;[P(I ),A,A,X<IJJ,F(~~)); 
IF i'lTVF'E • 'R' THEN DO; 




Pl.IT FILE<SYSPfnNTl FlllT <'rYr·r: (IF AIH'.\l.YSIS','UNf\El...[AIHLJ.lY'J 
<SK IF' ( 1 ) , A, X < 1 9) , Al ; 
l(ETliliN; 
FNO; Ill 111)1...JNE 11/ 
•I 
lllSJ:NF: F'l~nc <NCIJM,i'l,l.<,TYl"'E,ACf(,ElllDl; 
I~ •I 
I•·- - . .. ·-· .. ·····-··--- .............. -··-··- - 'Ii I 
I• 111.\'.l.NF F'l''f)Cl":tllll\F r··1:n.lfl.\' Tll[ lll.'i'J'l'lf::ll':l\L l'Nl"(JF~Ml\J'Tntis r:·or.: .; 
I• r:11Ml''OIJIJH Ellllf.ll IN I\ SYSTEM ur1 IN MUllllL[.\', ,,. 
IM·- ·· w I 
/M ~! 
111.t '1'1llf1,l4(11),A('.l·:<v) 11111~1 01·.C(A), 
H1:1. 1'11""(•) l:<"i.T(l<),Flllll 1:11i'l1«•1,lil 1·11ri11<L~l .l.N.11 (") 1v'l\I<; 
DCI.. (NCOM,NC I l"IXLll BfN( l">l; 
111 
lf' UJ I ll • ' .\'Y S Hll:; N I I)'"' SYSTEM' , 
LI.\"'. 11.l~'Milll\Jl.t' '111':.llllJ; 
PllT I'll L(.\'Y.\T'ldNll Ull 1' < 'IHSflJl(f1··,;i . .lrHtll\M(dlUN,\' FUI~ FM:ll '. 
'l'(lMl··'(IHFNI ltl '1J!l)(.\'hll·'( 1 ~),1'1,(),(',)('f.'ll(!!·'l)rJ1r-!J' 1 ,' 1)'~·1·· 
'.\'111:us.\' ~lll.!HJ', 1 11·~111.tll<l.S r·ll..drl.\' 'l 
(.\'I'.[ I'' ( ~!) , '~, >. ( i > , 1), X < 1 .. I l , r\, X ( l I , A, X < .'i J , Al 
( 'l:C!JI I .I. 'J<" J:'NT MI.SS J !JN.\' ( IJAMMti) ' ) (SK If• ( 1 ) , Ct'IL ( 3~i I , i\l ; 
Dt'I NC•l TU NCUM; 
TF TYl'·'[<NCl·"'l '!:i THEN l)IJ; 
PUT F.!1...f .. (.H,\'f'l'(INT) [OJ I <NC, 'ATTrnnun:o.1ETAl' ,A<NCI. IJ(NGl ,Al:l~(NC)) 
(.\'I\ II''(:'), X<..I>, l"'\,l I, X<?l ,A, XC In ,HU,::') ,XC 1 :l.I ,!·'ill,:•.>, XC I~)), 
l'<.',,4)); ErW; 
ELSE IHI; 
Pll1 FI. u:: ( .\'Y Sf'fd rn ) 1:: ll rr (NC. 'T IHE 'Ti}" FA I umE <OAMi1f'>.\ ' • r, me) . JI( N•:) • 







I*·-··-·-_ ...... - -....... ..................... .. -- -· --- -·-1 •· ................. __ ..................... · ·- -- "I 
I• rm: f"l~Df.<AI1J.Lll'Y FiJUMTllN, ENTil~[l.Y GFNt-:RtYf[l) llY Tiii.i' l))t]U~ ~1 
I• PRDCl-.0111(1'.'. !!.\TS PU rn1:ti1d.: 's m.:THf!I) ( JNCLUSIUN .... 1.:xi.:1.us 1(11·!'. 1 .. t»ii 1) ~1 
I• SYSlEi1 H1WINf; N M1Nl1111l .. Slt111:.s. l""l\Ol11)f·•TLlTY EWUArHltj lli\S ,\ rlAXJMUMoe/ 
I* OF 2••N 1 lU\M.\'. 1111t-1l~'l::1', fl-IF: EllU1\l IDN liErffl·\AlUl 11Y '<JGU·I l'lill': •/ 
I• lhiS fl/.11.Y 1) Fl\•il:l LUN 111 0111·1.1.1:1HE H.l·\rlS f1FfEI\ r·1·\CH M!N.lrl(',j ,\'f,)iL •/ 
I• I.\' .lNlf\lll)lll':U> 1~ND Li.IMlll>'1 l1 !·II Iii l'·'l\l·V.'1111.\'LY 1.iUIUif111.1.> I! i!M~· Ill 1 rJl(M••/ 
I• PllS.'>1111 I 111.W ll .. l\11,\". .\'llllli ltiiJl.i.JIJ.\"l..Y, lllf H.l~MS 1111'\I '1,;•1; /!!di r;11- •/ 
I• Lf-FJU.L.NI.\' 1'il\I W Miii/i 11 111,·1 tll\L: IHE NLXI MlNIMAL Slrdl: l.S lrlll\0- •·/ 
I• OUCCD. •/ /•- __ .. ________________________________ ·----------··•/ 
I• •I 
IJ1:1.. r11t-ff··111 i*) 1111 <><l VM<; 
OCI.. ( I. 1 , l :•, f :-1, l •l, J ') , I 6. I. I, 1\1\ 1 , 1\lllJf", NSl.ll1, Nill.IF', J Nt.::1 > F I. XI-'. 0 n l N ( 1 '> i ; 
O<.I (1-Jf:llM, NF'fill!,Nl'l·l(t'\ ) ~·rx1-:n 1.tTN(l'>l; 
l>•:I f I, 1-a1s ( 1(- I l.l.1 r \)I:> ' .. h')H j 
iFl-iM:1'(l)"'MHWlll(1\•CIJU'C1l"'li /* 1ST 3 TERMS UF Plil.H<. El!UA. X/ 
.ll-'' Nf"t\Ht~I lHLri IJl.I, 
1H1: f(M~ 1 ; 1\1. I um~ i E:Nf) i 
TU~MSi:'>'·'rllNPTll<:.•>; COEFC2)=11 
J'HiMS< .. O'"MJNf'.11111 l I MTNl"'TH<:-!); 
CULJ"(Jl~·-1; 
N10\M"':l; 
IF NI "A I 11.C:.! fHEN liU TU [NflEI~; 
NSl.11.1~·1; 
OIJ 1.1 = .I Tll Nl'1\l'H; I* DO LOOP!, li:EMAJNfNli TFliMS *I 
ll:'f\11.\'CNSlll'il"·MINl' Ill< 11); 
r:oo· <N::u1•>~1; 
Oil L' "· I Ill r!ll· l·\M; 
Tl:l\l·IS<NSll!<)-'MJNl'"llli l 1) 
COE!-' (N.\'Uf1>~ .. f.lll'l'i. I .• '>; 




DU JJ-'NIERM•2 10 IN~2; 
DIJ I"<l rn .1:1·-·1 ··Nl!t.lf"; 
I• DO L.00~'2 •I 
IEF\MS< T2>; 
I* OETEl\NINE CDEFr1ClLNT ~/ 
; .. E:.ND 1 .. onr·:• •I 
/•ACCUMUU1l'E 1Jlll-'0 Ll!.:1'1!L rFl~MS•/ 
If' 'f'll~M.\'(14! '~ILl\MS<Cl··IHHlf") THUi GO T!J ENflJ4; 
COEF < f •l l -'Tm.T < f -1 l + 1:m:1: < T .3-.. Nl)l.lf'' l; 
IF Ll-tH1lll'-"rJSUf1 i ·r1ir::r< Gl'I TU SUl<; 
f)(I T''l~Ll .. tlDl.IP Jll JrK:!-l··NOUP; 









1\1\ 1 ·"NS\IB·-1 ; 
DO U•"',.I TU Kl\1; 
I* l\EMOIJE 1ERMS WITH ZERO CUEFFICl[NT.I' */ 
1.F CUFI· ( 16 .. 1\Dlll'-'J''=(-l HIEN on J().f.:NDI6; 
J.I' f b··l\Dllf"~N.\'1.JL< .. 1 Tl !Ell GO TO l\SLH<; 
DO I' 1~ .U1 · t\lil If·· I 11 1\h 1 ... 1 ·-1\lll.!1"'; 
11-:li:r1.\"(l/)'"il·.:l·<MS< l."/>1 ); 
l':ND; 
!\SUE•: N.\'l.iff·'·N.\'l /l.i..· I ; 
l-.!illl-''-'h!1IJl'···+· I; 
ENDI6: 1.-::NO; 
N n:.ra1"N.\"llf< "Ii 
END; I• E:ND LDf'IPI */ 
112 
ENl)L!J · ENI> I l~liEN; 
:1~1·'1) r. F'l(t.JI.' ( ,, r Yt·'E' coi-:r:· 'MI NP 1 Ii' Nl':OM' NI"{\ 111' N lTl'iM' I l .. liMS' Fill I)' NM I.Ill) ' 
'• /'li!NI 11111 1111 ,\'Y,\'11MId1..1,'oHll I ir llJll<11/llN l<Y ll.\'INl.i l•IL lllNo"oliY 
'* VECTlm 11-'l(M.\'C.) ANO .\'H,N Vl·1 .. f'(ll( CH Cull·(•) HWM 1111:" 1111·11:111"'' 













(1\4' I\')' K6, K ('!..EN, l FNI>' NCi/M, NM I rl' N n:rm. NPATll, NM) I' I X':.11 flIN(, ')) ,· 
srmi CHAf((3) VMi, .\'11\f'E CHAl\(4) V•il,,NMUO HXFI> 1:<11/(\')1; 
( CHAl\1 , CHtif(2, M .I rH' ) l:llMi ( 1 :!O) VAi~; 
MlNl"'J'll(M) 1111'(•) 'h'1li, TLRMS (ltJ Hll (*) 'JAR; 
Cl.lE.F (>) F.lXt..O II.IN( •ll, AIYf'L CllAl·((•l,LQJ.D CHl\li(Ol; 
co CHAI( ( 1)' t:, 1:11r.1, ( :•)' c::• t::llAl'i ( ,l)' i.::·i Cl IMi ( •l)' 
KOtWS<1:.!U) Cl1iil\(,0 VArirINn INJ flt.I.(' I''·:··'',\'' 
I 4 I f I ~)I I I 6 I I I 7 I ' I tJ I I I 0.,-.; 1 I I 1 (·) I I I 11 I J I 1 :·.) I I I 1 3 I I I 1 4 I I I 1 ~) I I I 1 6 I I 
1 17 1 , ' 1 a· , 1 1 'I' , 1 ~o · , · ::.! 1 1 , • 22 1 , • 23' , '2•1 • , · 2~> · , ':::6 · , • ~1 t • , 
'~~B', '2'T', ';·50•, ·.31 ·, ·:·~2 1 , '33', '34', ·;·~·:>•, ·;·~b 1 , 'j'f'. ·.·in', 
•39•, 1 40 1 , 1 ·'11'' 1 -4::.1 •, 1 ~1:.i', '44' I ·4~·, '4b'' 'itl' I '•11-1 1 ' 1 A'I'. 
I 50 I I I~) 1 I I I')::~ I I I~);') I I I ~)4 I I I 55 I I I 5t'J I I I ':>7 t I I ~)fl I I I ~~9 I I I b0 I I 
1 61'I'tJ:~·I 1 !:1J' I '64' j 1 1~~)! I '66 1 I'(.,('I1 1 6f:i 1 I 1 ~J('il I I(()' 1 '11 'I 
• '7'2., , , 7~.~, , • "1~1, , , 1~.)., • lb, , , ·rt., , ·1u, , ' 19, , , Bo,, , Hi , , , H:~~,, 
I 83 I ' I IJ 4 I I 't:l~) I I t 06' I 'fl"/ I I I BU I I I B'I' I I '10 I I • 'l I I I I 9:• I I I 1.~:~' I 
'i'/4 I I I l/~5 I I I 1 6 I I I 91. I • 90 I ' '99 I I I I 00 I ' I 1()1 I I I 1 02' I t 1 OJ I I 
' 1 04' , ' 1 o•;' , ' 1 Ob' , ' 1 i.I''/' , ' 1 OU' , ' 1 09' , '1 I 0' , ' l I 1 ' , ' 1 1 :·•' , 
I 11 ~i I I I 114 I I I i 1') 1 , I 1 1 (1 I 1 Ii 1 "?I I Ii 1 u I I I 11 9 I I I 1:?o 1 , 1 , : 1 1 I I 
1 122 • , '12;~i' , · 1 :.1 •1 1 , • 1 : 1 ~> • , 1 1 : .. !f.1 • , • 1 :."7', '1:~u 1 > s·1 r11 rt.:; 
l)GL MOIJ.\')'(1:!1:1) t:lltdi(,l) IJ!il\Yl.Nli JNIJ'( '•)'''I.I'' 'C'' 
• t> • , • t.:. , , ,. , .. ',, , , Ir' , • I ' , , . , , , • I\, , 'I , , , M' , , N' I , n, . , f'. ' ''J' , 
I I-~ I I Is I I I r I I I j _I I I I IJ I I I \,.J I ' I x I I I '( I I I z 1 I If'\ 1 I I I lt i I ' ' r: 1 ' I o !) 1 I I 
f E1 'I I F1 I I I G1 I I' H1'' I J 1 'I' .. J1 I I I t,·1IIIL1 I I I M1 I I I N1 ', 'U1 I I 
I .P 1 I f I (J 1 I I I h'.1 I I I s 1 I I I r' I I I u 1 I I I l), I I I w 1 I I Ix 1 I I I )' 1 I ' I l t I I 
'A~~·, ·1:i~! 1 , ·c:~·, ·0:1•• •t:·.~,, 'F2', •r;:.~ 1 , ·1-12·, • l:!', ·..12·. '"-.:·.··I 
'L2', 1 M~, •• 'N:.1 •, •n::!', •r·::i•, 'fJ2', •r.;:·~·, 'S2', ''f: .. ~·, •u: .. i ', ··;::)•, 
·w2•, ·x:~·, ·y::1 • I ·1:.'. 1 , 't1:·~ 1 I 1 l.1:~· I 'C:3' I '0:3 1 ' ·i::::i' I ·r·.~·. '•,,5' I 
'H3' I I T:'i' I ',J:~· I '!\3' I 1 1 .. 3 1 I 1 M3'' 'NJ', 1 03 1 ' 1 P3'' '!J3' I 'l<J' I 
'SJ', 'T~i', •u;5•, 'VJ', 1 Ws', '.x:3•, 'Y3', •z3·, 'r'\4', .,_,•1 1 , ··>1 ·, 
'04 1 ' 'L4', 'FA' I '1.JA'' '114', 'J4' I '.J4'' 1 1\4 1 ' 'L4' I'M•)', 'N 1l 1 , 
'04', 'P4', ·<~4', ·1-<~l', ·s·1·, · r•l 1 , 'U4', 'V4', 'W4', '>>l') s·1,iTJC; 
IF AlYPE " 'I~' llllN Ill/, 
ENDi 
ELSE lll:I; 
STATE• 'PAIH'; CO•'N'; C1•'R ' 
S'IAIE ='CUT'; co~'I!'; C1•'U '; C2='ll 
END; 
IF EQJll • 'SYS ' THEN !·'I.IT Fll ... E<SY.\'PIUNT> EDlJ' 
I 'SPARCS : : EQUATION GENERATION ROllTINl'l 
<SKI.I::'(')) ,A>; 
IF "'(UHO~'SYS ') lllf::N F·11r FILE<SYSl"IHtHl Ellil ( 'Tiiie ',Nf''A'fH, 
MIN111•"- ',STAl'E,' FUf\ HIE ','MODULE ',EQlDl(SIOY<:ll,A,HJ), 
1\,(1,A,A,Al; 
nsc l'l.IT FILE·<Sl'Sl·'IHN'l) Ell!T('llll::: ',Nf'AIH,' MJNTMfil.. ',,\ .. ll\f'F, 
' 1 .. 1.11< lilt:' ,' SY.\'ll<M ') <Sl\lPUl,A,H3),A,f),f\"·\,Sl\li·'(;')); 
f"Ul F Ct.L:<.\'Y.\T'IUNll Sh If'\;'); 
/Ii 
L5:lJl.I l\4°'1 lll NPAf'll, 
M!Nf·'"' '; 
Ml NI,~' < ' ; 
L6: no l\'.>~1 TO NCUM; ; .. Olill'ill FOR MINI HAL STATES .. ; 
n· L£Nl-illl(t1[Nf') ) 110 lllFN 1)0; / .. WHEN LlNf'.'i'Jllc ) , 11\ •I 
PUT FILE(SYSPNlNf'! LUll1MINf'•(.\'h1P 
( 1 ) , COL ( 1l,11 )., 
HINP~' '; 
ENO; 
IF Sl.l!ISTR ( M J:Nf• f'll( K•l >, !\'), 1 ) ~' 1 'f1 THCN 
IF E<HD"'SYS 1' rmuo '" 0 !HEN MHIF'=MINf'll MOOSY(l\'.i\ll','; 
END; I• DO L6 •/ 
NM.lN'"LENtlTll(HlNI''); 
s•mSTf((Mlllf·'' NM l.N,, >~')'; 
Lt.SL MTNF'=MJNP/ I ~-.·.lf•tl·'S(!\~~) I! 1 , I; 
PIH FJLC (SYSl'l<.INT> Elli!' (M]NPl <Sl\If''(1l,COl.(1)")); 
Lrlti; /tt llO.I...') •I 
II/ 
CHMd"' '; /lt JJEITl~M INA l JUN OF COMl"ONENT SYM!<l.ILS I' rm IJl.ITPl.Jl II/ 
Cl 1,11~:!~C0; 
CflAF<1"Cll>i!'i11 IEIJl'I.>; 
Cl-ffil·(:!=Cllf;l'<:.• 1 I 
L/:00 l\f.,=1 Iii NTEfiM; 
l'F Ci'IFF <l\f.d > (> THEtl S lfjN'"' + '; 
LL.SL SIGN = 
IF K6 • 1 THEN GO TO AG, 
CHAI\:• CHM(::• I I s:1.1m' 
CHAH 1 Cll1IR 1 I I 
IF M•SU:U!:l'O\b)l "1 llll:N GOTO AO; 
CHAl'O~CllAH:! I I l\llMPS ( tH•S ( cm.F' ( h6))) i 
CHl\1~1 =CliAld I I 
I* CASE WHEN ~1 
/H CO[fFl(fENl ) 1 
llJ 
AG: OU Kl • 1 10 NCOM; 
TF ,\'lll•SrnnERM.\'(""'' Kf,1) '()'fl Tlll::'N 130 TO L')(); 
JF U)flJ ... 'SYS ' ,\ M!lll .. ,," () 1111 N Oil, 
I: I !1)1\ I '-·I: f 1(1!~' I I 1111 I) f (I·. / l I I I 
I. I. l~b·"·Lt ... NI i I,,, 1 .. 1" It. \I·. l) ) I 
FN!); 
EL.SE DI\; 
CllM<i •"CHAfd I ! K•JrWS ( 10) I I ' 
l .. EN6•LCrn; TH ( J·([JMf'S ( K 7)); 
END; 
ff LEN6••1 THEN CllAf(:··--c11A1(;!11c1 i 
ELSE ff l .. l:.tM<! fHLN CHA1<:1 •CI IAJ'O I I C2; 
U ... Stc CJJAR:!"•Ci'l>ifl21 I C3; 
LEN~LENGTH(CHAR2J; 
IF LENl112 & LEN C120 THEN 011; 
lF l\'/+l·"NCOM /, "'Sll1.1Sll(( lTfiM.\'(l(b) ,K'/+1, 1) THEN lifJTO UI; 
J F K 'l .. .," NCl.IM Tiff f~ Cl IAl(:!"CI JAi·<:! I I '"' ; 
LO:F'lH FILE <SYSf'li!Nf) foflIT (CllAI(:!) (Sl\l:f'(:'J ,cnu.n ,f)); 
Pl.IT Fll l: <SYS''" I.NI) con (CHM\!) (CCIL(4) ,Ali 
C/ .. lt1F\1;.:; I I I 
Cllt~I:\:.~- I I j 
END; 
EL.SE OIL 
un TO l.'.iO; 
END; 
L~>O: [NI), I• lHl 1)(; •I 
LNI>; I• DJJ:I / •/ 
f·'ill 111 L <SYSl·'l\lf./l > 11111 (f;llAl< •. !J (Sl,if··<:.'1,CUI Dl,Al; 
l·'UI cl'Uc (S1'Sl·'l'il.1ll• 1..111.1 (C1tf1l(IJ <t:1tJ(•l),t1), 
l>il:'.Tl.lf\N; 
ENI);/• EQhll ll/ 
COMPUTE: f'f(f'IC ( Rl'.J , CUU· , NCllM, N l'U·iM, ·1 El<MS, ,\'\' Sl<LI J , 
I• •I !•----------------- .. ---· -··-----··-· ------""----------··-k/ 
I• l'ORCEDllRE CDMf·'l.llT 1.:ALClll.ATLS V1llll!.\' (IF l~f'l.IMHLl'IY rn: CACI! •/ 
I* SYSTEM 1·11 US.ING "'l<Cilti)ltll I i'Y LWH\lJ.liN 1;1::'1H1<tllU> DY i"l'<l.IU:Dt.ll·U·: LllliLN.>i /*·--··--.. --...... """"'""'""" - .. --- ' ...... _ ""'""""" ·---·•! 
I• xi 
OCL CNCUM,NTERM,KA,KU FIXEP 9IN(1~•, 
!)CL (SYSl~El.,RELC•) FLllAI OLt:< bl, 
OCL. il<fWl/,lll-<l:C! ,DSYSl·;LI.. ) FLC!i>I ni::t;\1(,); 
PC!.. fi'..l·(MS (.) In r (.) 'JAJl; 
DCl 1·111..r ( •> f''J.XU> I.1JrH •ll; 
I>SYS!'<Et.~O.; 
Oil l\fi " 1 TO N!Ef<M; 
l'llW0·'1 .O; 
nu KD • t TO f./COM; 
II' ,\'1111,\'TIHll':llM.l'(l\Al,10.•, 1) .," '1'F• THEN GO 'J[I Fl'N; 
l/"I:: I .. • l":':t .. (KI.I) ; 
r11<1J!i ·•ftl·WO•lJl<EI..; 
FIN: I: NJ), 
D.\'Y ,\'Jffly!),\'YSl·(E:I.. + l•fWD•r:nff (KA) ; 
lo NI/; 
,\'\.1"1·<1::1 '"DSYSr;u.; 
r 1i •1 coMr:·u tT , 




/" .............................. ·- - ·- - - ... ... . ... - -- ····-· ..... ·-· -·-- - .................... - ............... .. ...... *I 
I• D1HAGFN F'l~OCEDIJI-([: lll•fl·HNS v.;1.ur:::s OF CllMl-"()NENT l'(l·:.I ... l.M!TI.. !:TY f.<Y ''i 
/l! CALLJNIJ L:l<t:.TA (!'1Ef'() llFVJ,ifl: OENEliAll:HO Df< liGAMA <UAMrlA lll''Jll>TE •I 
I* GENERAIDR>. •I /•------------------------------------------------------------· ------•! 
I• "• 
ll4 
DCL.. mu. (.). POfn ( *). f- Al.I.(*). A•i. lt, rFMf" ) !"I.OAT TlEC(6); 
OCI ( NCUM, ID 
111 :1. I Y 1 ·1. < • l !·1 I I ( •) • 
Ptl Ip. 1 ! ti Nt,(Jr·l 1 




lF IYF'[<llJ) " '1 'fl lllFN GU TO DJVI(; 
FI XFll It l.N< 1 ')); 
t::I .I"[ JT TYPE ( lll) '" '0' lJ TllEN GO TO UMVfi; 
PUT FILE (.\'YSF'l'([Nl) 1.1sr ('lYl''E,f"IH(l,FAll._ DlcSJ.GNAIT!l IN FRR(Jf('); 
f:XJ T; 
ENO; 
lHVf~:Af)cf'llln<Ill) ·• 1,; /I< SUCCESS--F1'\lltmE CDMF'f)N[NT RELIABILITY•/ 
H •FAIL( fD) + 1 .; 
REL..<J~I ~ CBETAIAA,Hl1 
Gi.I TIJ NXTl; 
GMVFLM1~f·,uu JJ)) I 1.; I• TIME-·Tn FtHI llR[ CIJMf-'ON[Nl l\U.l.AlllLTTY •I 
(j ~ 1 ./(l·'(lf(f( Jl.))+1.). 
J"EMI" " liliMIA U") 1 • f.I 
mer <·10> ~ 1.xr· < 1r::M1··>• 
NXTT: ENO 1 
[Nil p,) U\O[N, 









l'·'l"Ji:l:Dl!ld .. 1'1•111) lil.:.NI 1\1\TI': .. \' lit!r4DllM DCVUHLS Fl(llM 1111 111 ·JA 
llTSlfOl111r11HI Wiiii l"(diMll f"lli.:; l"IJll()I Ill "ti" t"of.j{) "It" l;[,';1·"1·1:11vtlY. 
·1111. fll !11/11) llSl.I> I.I' 1·"···•!:1.:11.uN FlillM f) 1.:Al!r:flY lil.\'11\l.i'Ul!ilr< •. .IUHNl\'S 
Ml:. I HOO Is Al.SU usu; l""IJI\ fll[ PAl<AMEH.1'-: VALUE (" 1. 
I• CflliNl>l.l Ii, ,1, , ..•• i:t.IM!'llllNr:i ANI) .tNFtlrirlAllON SC.l.FNCl:.s. 11.\'11, 
/M· 
···---·-·------ll/ 
I>CL. l"Af\H 1::1..uAI nu:<t.1 HHT<1.1); 
I!CL i''M!C 1::1.Ulil 1)1··,;u» JNIT(1.1 >; 
DCL Pl FLIJAf or~l61 !NIT<J.141')91' 
01;1.. f11S•~V 1::1.1Jri I Ill 1.:(61 IN.IT< 1.); 
lJCI. 111SAV l'"UMI Ol··i::u,) 1Nlf(1.); 
DC! .. I FJXFI) UlNi I':>) lrHI (()), (A,1-1) FL.DAT lHcC(6), 
111.·1. lt)1,l.<1,lill:N.\'t,f'ill'f.;,ltr1fllJ,flMi1ll1) FL.OAT DEC<.'•>> 
Dt:1... il·llL,lll,l.<l.J,!1!.,U .. ,u.1,u1.:1.. ) FLCltil DCC(f.); 
IT A•• 1 • ~ I.•"',. I llf:rJ f\[ rl.11-iN <l'<t'\NF ( 7)); 
lF (ii;(), ~ >H~1. l I Ot>O. ~ fl(•"1.) HIEN 
1~ 
DU;A1"1 .hi; l* . .JOllNl\'S Ml:CTHOO •I 
fl 1 '" 1 • /1-.t; 
F'ARC=RANF(/)llKA1; 
hil\H~ra1NF (') ... 1)1 ·t-f''Al'':C; 
JI-' Pi'.l·ilO 1 • Tflt.::N GOlD l..A • 
I\[ nmN ( PAl~C/f'Af(H) ; 
l:ND. 
UWCK nm Il..LEGAL VAL.l!ES' Uf A AN!l [l, 







l• 1 =·f:< ·-1 • ; 
..; 
llliVF THE 'JAl .. l./ES OF A ANO I! ci-1.~rmt::.D SJNCE I</ 
lliE f"RfVHll.I.\' CALL TU Cl:ll:'Tn. !i</ 
•I 
.lF A1 A1 :;Av ·1111·.N I.ill rn 1 .. 14. 
H' t<1 =· Id Sr·W 1111".rl r;1·1 IU L.1; 
L74:A1s~v~A1, 1~ R1:1:0MF~1J·rb: CERTAIN r·:c1Ns1·ANrs. 
ft1S<·W•·•ll1; 
BMllO•"(,I /(A1 t·1:11 I, 
ftMl.il.•1-·1. ·-·OMUll, 
Al.Cl·/.:;T"AI 1;,',M1"(Atl1) 1il.lrnMA(Al···AL.Ul~MA([t); 
Al i:A . .-1·1\1d: • s1J1i r ( :.•. • t111•H" 1m111) 11cA1.,1:11 > > , 
c1.~ l.lJti(l'tll\ll>l'lt<1'd l'(i)hll r:r~ST+A1• l.!.lli(f.IMIJ!))·t-ll1* l..[lli(l·.•M1"1Jt1); 
or ... ~:;,.'\fnN<·-·Ht1(1li/,:·t1. 1··r,), 
ltl!-,AI•'•N(I;r11illl/(d.I",.-,:,. I~ GENL:f~Alf:: 1-.<E"JA l'~t.NDOM l)L\1Jr1n::. 
1..1 : I) I·' I r·lN ( 01 .. 1 ( 1111-··.HI. .. 1 >.l·;,;1~!· (I)) ~Al..F'A; 
T··.1:<1111(). or, 
IT r < •· 0. I I > '· 1 . 1111:.N GO HJ I. 1 ; 
GCI ···C:l.t L.Oli\Al .. l'i'l/(111 !'(1••-'.:1·11)1H•·2J/F'II; 
Ff.il'·fil.1:NSl+r"1I• lllfiillt•.11• Ult:i<1.····f); 
IF Ft:tl.. > UCI. I Hl.:r~ lj!J f!I L2; 
11.5 
L 11: l.J'·'"riNI': (I l; 
r1 11 <"· o. rnui 1111 r11 1 11; 
Tl· 1;1:1 11.11Uil/) ) I 111 1111 I~ Gt.I 111 I 1. 
lil .. llilU·lt I l, 
'•.1·111 I !11 ,,\')'.\'t'l\1NI) I ISi ( 1 111, l..h'l<(ll\ If.I SIJl11\lltlf tNI !'!!I 11"1: ',r,.~.1,ltr1!ll\, 
,\I 1.:1<.\' I , 1·\I l'A, 1.:1 , ·1 , Ut:I. , I 1<1 ) ; 
t::XC T, 
ENI>. 
At.GAMA: f·'l\l.lC (XX> fil' .. l lll(N,\' (I· L.flt, r Dt:C ( b »; 
/ft */ 
I·•-····· - ··· - ··· ·· ·· ···- ·· ····· ··· ··· ······· ··· ·-···-•I 
I• Al nAMA r·lil!LT I)( lril: 1.:1 .1Mr"l I res Dnt II.ti E f'l·(i·'.CI' s r f°l'-1 N1'1 li.ll·il'l! I 111.;(ll·i !. THM • / 
I• or: DAMM1'1 l·l.INCll1.1N Ill· 1'i iil''Jl.N .l'.INlil.1 .. l'liL .. t:L\'.ll.11~ (\!(!.fll\lrll. •I 
/•-·----··· ····---····•! 
/tt K/ 
DCl. (l/,Tf.fiM,IU:» FL.OAr flEC (14l, 
<XX,l>Ull.it l·'L1JAT DEC (f.), ERIWfi CIM1i<1> /:Nfl('() 1); 1z ~xx , 
If° xx ('· 1 .uo 
Hl~N IT XX ( .. , 1.1:-. .. 09 /* XX IS Nb!l-i 0 IN N! liAT'TVf' ~/ 
Tl 1r:.N IHI ; /ft si::T urnn1·( [NII I I ,Ar 11 1\ •I 
Ef\l'i!lfi··'' :.>' ; I'll l f.' HE (SY .\'f'f(i. N'l ) DA r f·l ( l::t·:lill!:> .:;1, 11" en ; 
l>L Nt3 ,, .. 1 • l'."/'i ; 
GO 11.l s·. 10 , 
~.NI); 
CL.Sf: 0(1 
H'l<M ~1 .LO ; 
I* XX 0 AND < 11fi rn 1 .u10 tt/ 
S1 o: f 1·· 11 I-' HI. l·:O 




II l·<fl .. CJ I l·U1 •/l 
ii : .. //11 .l:·O ; 
!ill In .~; l 0 j 
I• Hil\N.\'l..,HL A10dlMI Ill 
l'I . .\'!:. DU , /tt CAI.I.:. E1Jlif1 T lllN 1 
END; 
Ii/:.! --'1 JOI!!••:! , 
11!..Nli '·(// (),'>lc(J)l!I Uti(/l) ··ZZ•·0.'111·1'1.ll!'>.l.!.:•i!4t.1'.11::o 
1111,111:."fiM) 1<1.u>1t1>"1 .ru:i.1:-.;:;:_1.' .. i .. 1.u.1.Lff--·1)1 
··(1,1:•• ( .'..' l 11Ii11Tl1flF/C--0:•1 (!.,/:"• 
(. f~Jn~07Y36~0/YJl-0.l-1Hl~• 
1. '>'l~>'.':.lfl1>·J~.>:~:·rno\l~.>l:C--·0:3 > > > > > .> > 
nn ro s: .. 10 , 
ELSI:. II XX < 1.t./O 1111'.N 1)11, I* XX ) 1.Et·10 ANI) ( 1.E•"/0 "/ 
Ill.Nii '·'IL«I OtiU/l-···1.EOl ,/H f:Al..C. EIJllAJ 1.1·m ::• ,.; 
110 ru s:•u ; 
LNI!; 
l I Sf f)I) /HXX)IJl'(=,1.LHO •I 
1: 1·..:1-.:nr~=~ • 1 ' f"l!l FILE<SYSf'IUNTl l)fdA <U~l\fll~l Sl\JI''(;•), 
n1 111. "' 1 .t' !'.'> 
I ll!J, 
s:.•o l·ifc I! ll;rl ( 1)1 111;); I NII' 
fil;t,MA 1·1<111, (1"i) l\~·flth"Li <1111,il f)U;U,)l; 
I• !(·/ 
I• ................. ; 
I·• f·1~111 :1_ Dlll,I· fit •11M1i lit .NI: li•11 l:..S A l·iANIJOrl Gl\M11A J)E:V TATE i.rr 111 l··'M(I\- •I 
/" Ml If.Ii "11", A)1 /.l. •I 
I• •I 
I• M!lli,\'Mil' r A' r;.' .\'Cl 10111 .. Of· r:OMPIHl:'.·1~ SCJENCFM Mr:GH.I.. UN llJF.fiSITY. •/ 
I• 1..11,\Nf\U:li, . .!. !"., CJ1M1'UflNG & HWOfiMATJCJN SClENCFcS, 1,1,\'ll. •I 
I•-- .. ··· - ......... ·· - ······ ........ ·· ··· ··-····· ····-···-·- ··---· ............ .............. - ···--·--······-It/ 
I* •I 
OCI. I< fTflilT 01·:.C<6l llU: I ··1. >; 
O(,r.. f1 r: 1 xi::.o 11 ru '1 '' > 1 ri r r < o >; 
llf:I.. (A,CI ,,\',IWUIH ,1:s.x.1,11,1.'·,co,T,t:C,GAMA,ZO ) fl u.;r o~:(;(lo); 
t.:i.<.!. ·•11--· 1 • ; 
I,~ CL ( ~ (). Tl IFN ,l"l IH''' I.. n:ST Hrn I NW•'-- Ill VAl . ..I IF 1.11·: --·A • *I 
I• I IA.'; ·r Ht:: VAi.ii[ (If ·-,~·" Cl 11\Nr;1- Ii .i' I r11:1·: Tl-llC "/ 
I* l"lil·:•Jlt.tl.JS l.:M .. 1. 10 f(r.iAMr,. 11/ 
l f· r, '" fl THl':N fl(I I U I JNI. , 
l•·•·A; I• kLCJJMPl.JTC VAl'iHIUS CflNSTr1N r ,\'. ..; 
:; . .-1 ./CLttSIJf(f(AJ l; 
lilJO I 1-1-'··,\'(Jlil ( .. I.); 
/0·"1. l·illUHl•.S; 
U:'"AHZO••:.I (S --l·il'JIJTll) _,~_•/;!.; 
I : .\' ,:.; 1 ..... ,\' )H~-::.~ I 
ONE: J('···IJAU.ff (I.I l, I• UAllSI·'· FiETl.ll'iNS A NDFmf\L<O, 1) fiANDilM 1\1.':VJIHF tt/ 
/..:..S~X·• cs I 
IF l (-" 0. 11H:.N UP llJ llrK; 
liAMtl"·A*l•·"J , 
SlX.IJ·;·l(AW· (fll, 
1.F ii ("' (J. THEN 1,11 Ill .\'l.X, 
I' "' ... l.t)lj(i.)); i• 1;1 .. rrEl'(Al[ E, AN EXPONENTJAI. fil\NIJllM Ol'.:VJAHc*/ 
CD"C+X*<!;;>. ·- ll!lrl1-11 CL, 
·1 ~1. --/()//..' 
IF Cf>•·J.:l.•r .. <1.•1•(1./:•.·tT/:3.Jl) (). IHEN GO ro £1.H; 
If' t:l>·•t":u· /.flli(///01 < o. TllE:N r:;o HI flME; 
116 
E.:l.iT m: JllliN( nt1M1'\); 
1:.:ND; 
li1WSl·.t·t·:111; (NDIJr'I)') 1'\lfl.11\N.\' O·l.li()T 1.11.·r;((,l), 
I• 
/ K . h I 
I. l·'lilJt.:L J)IJl\I (.,f',11.\'I 1;1,::rH::t\t'\ n:s NI 11rn.-.1 01: 'Jl ,, J'I' .\' I Iii lei N• 1•.;M1'\I' [).I,\' I" t: .... / 
I• flllf.[IJN IJ.lfll /Uill Ml·.f'\N MJfJ UNJ'I 1),\l·U•itn:i:::. lllr.~· f'l(•l(Ll'illil rs t:Al~.J·:f)'</ 
/W ltJ' h'flt~1Mr1 l··'!·~Dt.:f:Vl.1 1\1:. fl./ 
I* M(d·\.\'(\l.jl. I,.,' (;. ,O,NJ) 1.<r~.;y r. A. ' s TAM REV l lcW ,',' i 'l.'1•l' f·'. 2b0. • I 
CHMrJ>l .U~' ,J. I·'.. l:llMF'l I rtN1; MllJ I Nl-IHiMfi l Ti.lN SC I u;u,. II.I'll. 
OCL Nl'tl'W l'lXLI> 111rH1')) INJ.1(0), NIJIJMY Fl.Xi':ll l11tJ(1')J, 
llCJ. NAl'ir'·;A 1:·1XL.1i 1<Hl<1')l INJfiiJ), 
OCJ. Ul,1~l<X, I >:,I 1il.:,1i,•ii1IJ.\' ,SllM:;Q,V11,'Jf<,X,Y, IMP l'i.llAJ' llFC(6); 
DCL ( fUl.IMI'' r• I I. IJ(\ r ()[C ( {,); 
l>til).\' ~ 0.' 
Nt"th:I iA ;:.Nt~f<li I 
IUllMl''·lif>rff (W'\rW\; 
IF ruUMI' ( .1.ic,:.• lllt::N nu TU 1..20, 




U1'd IS··· f'M~·~ '..~.; 
(,;U 11.l I 1 '')I); 
!...~.'():If IUltc!I' < .11:">'> 11 1UJ 1;11 f'IJ 1..40; 
I\'· ( l\.lllMI·'··, o:•·,-, l /. t 1 IJ I; 
bAU.\'.::: 1 • ~)* C ,~, t 1\1'.t·ll'" ( tUdd1) ··· 1 • J; 
nu 1 n 1 1 ·,,o, 
l.40: U 1Ullr1f·' < .1l(1::.','l'il'l6i Hll:·N I.ill TO l.110; 
x~~1.,. Ah:1~Nv < Nr.i\•J) -.~., 
y;;;.. ]r)Ukl~f'tn ( Nt'il\t;t",) / 
EX~11.•l'l/:l11'1.01 . .KI'( .'i•X••:!l ; 
M.<X"'t11.<S(Xl, 
JF fil<.K ) 1. llll'N lill HI L/(); 
11"''' X .. 4. 1:1'..;·"/0.I:'.', • ( .l .... X • • .>) ~·. 1 'i nt7~i'l•11t ( 1 • 5·-M•X) ; 
1.>f.l ·y D I•/(); 
1.10 t, .. f:X·'..•.:·1t,/1:1'>1t,.1•(.l.·i'1f<X)•1t2; 
If' f)llX ) 1. ') I I II rj nil I fl l .. '10' 
1; .; , ; < ~ . 1 .. > 1 u rj 4 ·l H c 1 • '"} ·· A 1.1 :< > j 
L'IO. 
I ... 1 1() 
1')0 
1\1'\NI. 
If Y ) U lllrN Jill Ill I 1'10; 
li1"\l/,\'.:.:X, 
1 ,i"1 f l.J L 1 ~)0, 
t.:r1M<~. ""l<ANJ- < Nr11·<1J > 1.; 
VJ!..:· . .1tl~('1NF(tJ(ll\!Hl) l., 
S! !M.\'(J: .. t.Jr)1.M: 1t ~-~ t '.) !: J4. 11. :1 1 
11 ,\'I. •rl.\'IJ ) 1. 1111. rJ !ill ru I. 1 1 ()' 
11· .'lllM,\'q (':. '.!. lll!'fj l,f) fl'l 1.11(), 
h1f;....\'1Jl'(T ( ('J .... :• ·• !.l.lfi(.\'!IM,\'(~) )/.l'IJ~IS'(J); 
I.Jr)! J.\' .. ~l,,h"\ )tj'"f\f; I 
II,' t'1lf.\'((iAll,\') < .J rl!LN nu TO 1..11(); 
ro: I l.Jl(N( G!ilJ.\')' 
I.NP; 
<rWF rx1,::01wi: 1\11.111.1> 
l''t\llr:: !Nr1lili) 1·:1' lllWJS <1.-1. flAT DEC (6) >; 
It/ 
/It .. ; 
/ • .. -·. .. ...................... _ .... -·---·- ........... ... .. ............. _, ... ............. _"I 
I• II/IS f'f·:ncr:r)lll·il:: l.il'NHilif'l'cS ~·SFIJl)tJ .. ·l~ANIJOM Nl.IMl<l:"l·:.I', 1.1~111-'Clf(MLY •I 
/>. !)lSTf\llJlllJl .. :O f!N ((), 1). 1'111'.'i' VLf\.\'[i'JN JS l'·UI·( J l'•M .l.'O. Ml:'1tl•1i) [:; •/ 
/o 111111·1i.\'llL Lil· llllill: Mlll.l!l··1..rC1~ll.VL: CDNOliUUHlr.t. 1.:c!!l·:c,111;;. u· fi(1NF ,; 
I• rs t:•1L.I t"I) WI I'll i'/,',l(l'o' .. (), l'llF' NI.XI fiANOUM NllMl•t'I( 1.:: '':":11'1\f!I n. IT •·/ 
I• l'(t1Nr LI' CAI .1 t:: IJ l.J I I H r!Al·(I; ... ,,0, '!I IL rn:NCl~A l'Lll'i 1::1"'.-·· ! ti J I ·1 Al 1.11·" IJ,\' J NG •I 
/1' ,1,:,11s ( '.·!•rMldi+ 1 ) (,f!j) Till .. I· .u::s r HAND UM NUMJH. I\ Fl\llM rr II:' un.1 .\Ti)I 11.::Nc1:. ·•/ 
;. I.\' 1'(Eltll\1·!1·D. lt/ 
/1' MAl\.\'A(;l.11\, 1;. ,;NJ) f<l\1W T, A., COMM. ACM 11, 1'N.l:l, r:·.7~>1. ·•/ 
I• 










FI XE· D 
Fl'XI: (I 
I 1)(1 11 
I I >:t 
IHN1)f(Y .i1) 
n I rltd(t" :i• ) 
111 fhil·:Y .II \ 
fl f I ~ I/ 1 I I\ 'I \ II 
It/ 
JN I. I lrll ( 16~)4~5:!1 ) ~· 1,1 r r<":, 
Tri I I I f-~1 I ( ., r.1 ~.,: 'l.i :~, 1 ) s ,.,, I •r:. 
IN: I !1)1 ("' ~l ... '•, :·· 1 ) .'.'l1'1fl1', 
) S lr1 I 11 lfll I 1,·,1 ,·,•11:· ... :"1), 
1.11:1 
OCI 
Ml I- 1 xr .I• ,, 1 lh\lt''i(J1 ) s ,,11 
" 
IN! 1 ·11\1.(.'1•1'.l:'I •; 
MM l·JXU> le frU.il\Y( .~I) SI() I'] 1 w:i r r Al.. 
Ul~I. N1'1kl.i r rxr:. II fl I tJ ( 1 '>); 
111:L NF .rns1 111. f( \) Sir)! 1.r:: Hl'I ITAi..(' 1 'Bl; 
Jl1.:1. (.I, 1<1..H, N\ 1 ;>11), NI> 1.'J, Nk 
DCL (1(1\N, ldJ I. V 
( /1~.> 1.) 41 ), 
FfXFO OJNCJ1) STAllC. 
Fl.lll\1 .')f.''(l,) srnl IC; 
l:F NAfd> •. ,,. 0 lllEN 1)1.J; /·- f<E .... INfl'CAl.I/E tJSlN!.l NAF\G, 1t/ 
1\1..M " Al<S( :~ • Nt11·W •· 1); 
K,L,M ·" 1\1.M, 
ENO; 
EL.SE DO; 
[F NFlk.\'I J'llUI GU TO SKP; 
END; 
Nf'.lRST" '0' 1·.<, 
NDlV ~ 16117216, 
kDlV ~ J2/68.0 ~ 6~~36.0; 
1)1.J .. I "' I 111 1 ;.>t1, 
I\ I\ ~ M!\; 
N<.1) = l\i 
{NIJ; 
/11 INITIALISE THE l((!'fflNE. t</ 
I* FILL THE l1,l<LL it/ 
Sl\P: I.. ,, I.. " Ml., /ti C()HF'l.JTE HI~' N•:xr l\t'\Nf)l'IM t-1[1. ~/ 
..J "' I t AO.\'(I) I NDlV; 
M ,_, H • 1·IH, 
Nfi = r~l<S(I/( J) t I.. t· Ml; 
f<AN ~ Fl.Or"tl'(Nfil I l·W.LV,. 
K " I( II Ml,, /• l(EFlL.L rm: J-TH Pl.ACE lN Tiff TAl)LE: II/ 
N (.I> ~ I\; 
f\lclllfiN( l·it'\Nl; 
END RAIH:; 
SORT: PfWC < N, X >; I /•-------- .. -----------··-·----·· ---------------------·-------------------*/ 
/It SDRTINI Pf\lll:FJll!RE rm lllF Vi;! UFS OF THE SYSTEM REUA1.1J.LT I y HY •I 
I• usrnn 'IHI: lll':fUlNAL .\'llEL!. SIJRl'HW MEHIO.O. ff/ /ff---------·-------·-----------·--·-----------·-----------------+--------•/ 
DCL !N,M,l,J FlX~O PfN(15>; 
OCI. <XC ». Y ) FLllAT l>Ef:(6); 
IF N<:! '1111'.N f(f.oJ'l.lfW; 
M '" N; 
ONE: M = ~I/:', 
1)11 ,J .. 1 lfl N.,M; 
Y -• X 1.I1 Ml, 
Ill.I J .... ,1 !II ... H HJ t, 
fl-' )(\I)()' Tl!Etl lifl rn J'l.J[I; 
XO·•M' ..... X1 ·1); 
LNI!, 
TWrl:XiltM) ~ Y; 
I tlli, 
II Mll l'llHl I.ii.I HI l!NI·, 
1\1 1rt1..rl; 
~.NIJ, I• SllEl...I. Sf'Jfd ~/ 
s rA I . 1 ·1-:•n: (SN' sv. i\V.l'M. A I '(1-'l, ., IME' UNIT' rn r' TOT2 •• HMCI(); 
I• 11/ 
I• ... ·-· - ....... ~ ·---·-··-- ··+t/ 
/~ l'ldrCI OllHL.' SIAT r .. ·1.:IJ'JllH.I' .';"IAl'JSTlt:AI INFr:JF~MATff'IN fl)f\ l\SSFSS·· 
/II Hf.'NT !.)!· .\'YSl'l.M J'ff.l...1M<ll I.fl'. MLM~ f\Fl.JAltll.lTl', ~,'JU<M·il.:· Ill·: SYSHcM 
k/ 
•·I 
I• l<El.ll·'\1<1.1.:.·u OY .1'111\Jl_,,,,/'lllfJ. MJ'f<I-', l'INO 1=·r:·1<1:ENrJ.l..E: :·=·uttH.\ 'If' ;>·(,','H'M•·/ 
/II lil·:.l..fr'il<ll.l'r'Y ANll MIJ·:I-·. ... ; 
1~ ·-·- -- ............. --- --- -· ... ·-------------------------------------~/ 
I• 1t/ 
DU .. r·r.:,. ( 1 I ) F l..OA I IH:'t: ( 6) IN [T ( - i)') •• 1 ' • :• •• 2~>. - '), • l'j .• f:I, - 'I, • 'J'i. - 9 l~) 
,.•1 1n .\'T.,rrt:,( 1.'I\! (\11.~lfl<F(11l,SV<•l,AVSM,MTl'tf\l ~l.IH·\I J)F.1':(61. 
t>C• .. (l,SN,'JIJ) FfXl.-IJ l<fN(I~». Mlf'IFMCI·( FLOAT' DEC(6l. 
!)Cl. ''i lMI ,l·VAt...,C•J1),S.'i., 1 I i/t;,Tlll, J'UT;!,.\'f),VAfl.f·'I'( ) Fl.CIA! m:r:(6); 
!IC/ ! JN f I f;l IAli ( *) , I\ I '(l .. '1 I 1:1 !M( ( 1 ;,\) 'A I '(PE CHAf( ( .. ) 'S'( MCF·: I' ''" r llf 1: ( "! ; 
rH Yl·'U 'Vi:!. 1,;11"11 fi'Y', 
.IY Sri'·1 Tll':"N 1>1.1; 
VAi\ .. , 0., .\'I).;()., 
LlllJ; 
Ll . .\'E DO; 
f'k"'I.; 
Dt.t 'l.·"1 HJ SN; 
l'l·("f'f(<l 1. -.\'V( f > >; 
t':Nfl; 
H .. tlll•-•1. -f-'1'••< I ./l'l. l!l'lf(.\'tJ> ! ; 
VAi'(..-.( l'Ol2"11l'f•lfll/.\'l'l•/(.\'rl 1 !; 
Sil ~ .:;1Jl{I ( VIH·: J, 
us 
LNli; 
l·'llf l:IL<SYSl:.•rnNI) l:'IHT (. ri•.1[1(1'1il'.' SYSTEM 1:(El.lf1!•ll l.'lY l·ldH1 •• 
SlrH~llM, 1 Mflr!ll 1:1'if(lf.I H..:1111.';' I.\' ',t1V.\'M,'; 11 1J1'1(f1l1/ SYSfF.::M' 
'llf./l\1· I I t)H 11 I Y IS ', 1 a ·,)l).\'f1) 
'Sh 11· ( .\, j ,·,,I \.~I.,.,, 1 \II,.~,) I,· •. (,' I \II,,.,)) 
(' Vo'd·( i.1'1rH I· 
,' ' ,Vtd() (.\'1,IV·<:'>,A,A,f<ll,r,lJ (' Sll\N!)Al(f> PFV.l.,11.ll'IN 
I ,.\'I)) ~Sh l.f'('..:.') ,f,,(\,i:·t.f:f, f~)) I 
.IF' TJME ···~ 0 TllFN 
OfJ; Ml E<F Mt.:1(-'·-T IME/l.11'.• < STMCI~ > ; 
Mll<ti·""·l'IMl:'/I f'l!>(11\1SM); 
Pl.IT Fii E(.\'YSf''l(fl~f I !Jill ('THE Ml:SSTOtl 'IJM[ rs • ,·1.1ME,llNITl 
(Sl(J.f'i:'),1'.llL 1bl,11,f'('l,:3l,X('..:>J,fi) (. T!!E ~·.Sl'lM1Hl:1' svs·r: .. M Mfl.iF 
• 'E<ASU> 11r·nr; W.1"/ 1:11r11·fJNEN'l RCl.JABJl...IHE.S .IS • ,Mfl<l .. MC!O 
(Sl\l:F'(:!),1':1,11 i.'1l,1·i,1'1,l·'('l,;l)) <'THE ESTlM1HU) .'>Y.\'11:·:~ rHL1I· 
'DrU'[l) I, wnr< f11".i'IN SYSTEM l(f.1. I. AOII. rTY ' • s l MNllM. . Milrl r I' 1.:1\f(! 11 ' 
'Tl~ I. ,)I S I. S ' , MI !1,; > i S!, IP ( :1), 1.:ill. ( 6 > , A, A, F ( ;; ! , 1i, 1i, I·:· i 1 , :n ) 
Uli ll .. L1, 'MH11 'I <Shl.i''(t,), 
1:111<2•11 ,A,1:111 <•l'l> ,A1 r 'f'l.:f(C!::rn ILE 1 • •r .. E1~r:ENI 1:1.r'. ·1··r:1d:1·:rn11 E' > 




f"\..l'I l'"J:l.L <SY.\:l .. 'h:JNJ') f!IJT ('f-'Ff(t:FNTH.E','f"E!'(f':1-:NTllJ'l (.\'KTJ··(Jl, 
CPl.<'1),1:0t (:.•1.11,Al ('l"'llHIJ'S'I il.'.111 ... (:rn,A>; 
ENO. 
; .. 
IHI l ·· 1 ff I 1 1 , 
Vi'1I i l 1·".\'N•l·'t;I (.I) t·.~1; 
.[IJ .. ·•I' I XL I)( IJi'1l .. \ l' I. 
FV•"·'"I I fl1\I i IV>, 
.I 1·· I .. IJ;)I '·" Vt\I i I.! 1111:.N IHI; 
Vt11..(.IJ·-V1)1 (IJ· .. l'V11I 
:rr: l v~o 111E N J>u, 
Slf.:".\'V<11•~1 ... SV(~1 1. 
cv,,~s·1 <:.» ·.\''-' < 1 >. 
VM < r > ,.,,.;,_,,,M vr.1 < 1 >, 
Vf1I. ( ·1 >~SlR•'H•I..< L >, 
!:NI). 
I.I.SF ()IJ, 
IF l'V·•·.'iN ll!f·.ri 1111, 
CV1)•·".l''J( TIJ1··S~1 (1.V 1 I, 
l·.Nlt; 
!."I .:ii.' f)ll; 
1: 1ltl· :,\' 1..J ( l V·t· 1 > - .\'V ( I: '.1 , ; 
I Nil; 
'h\I i[)·"t:V1)•W\l. .. (I); 
IJI,! 1 ·1 > .. ,.1·~1 (.IV J ·t·VAI. ( J) ; 
Ulll, 
i: fifi, 
E'I .ff IHI; 
v,11 .. i r • "'sv < .!'J>, 
t:.NIJ, 
if' ·1 UH:' "'= 0. ·1 HlcN IHI 
M rl!Fi J )"'"·,.! 1'1[/i..l•l;(IJ.'11 .. Tl); 
/If r:·E:JiCENTil...E CllMF'lll r)'I I !IN •I 
f·'l/'I I· 11.E:< .\'YSl·'IHN I ' I I) r ( f·'CT ( u ·• 1<)0. "P1:riCENT" 1Jl'l! i[ >. Mll•f'< r" 
ENO; 
I. !ti I f) (.\'I\ .11::· ( ... ' • I :1 Jl 1 I • I·' ( "(. , ) • Cl.II.. ( 1 0). A. i:;11[ ( :'<'·). , .. ( fl. ii) • x I 'I) • 
I·: ( 1 1'>,UJ ,A), 
1-::1 SL IHI, 
1·'111 Fll.[CSYSf·'flfNll r.1.11·1 <l'CT(T)ll100.,'Pl:'.RCENT',Vl'ol ([)I <t:IJl ... i:'l, 




UH>; I• STAT •I 
FINlR: FND SPARt:S~; 
M/ 
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APPLICATIOIS D SYSTllM DLIABILITY 
Major Fi•l4t Ooapt.ttillg and Inf oration SCin.cea 
Biograptdcal1 
Peraonil Dataa :Bon 1a lfau.a, Ion&, Aapst 8, 1946, t.be eon of 
Mr. &Id Mn. Suag Wook LM. 
Uucat.iolla Att.ead.ed. •l•aatarr scbool 1a Seo111, ICoJ:e&s attended 
jaior ld&h 10bool la seoul, !Comas gr:ad•tecl fro• Doapung 
Senior ligll Solllool, 8ecnal., Iona, ia 196.3; recei'NC! tlw 
Degre• ot Baobelor of science froa Youei Ud.Yft'8it7, seoul, 
JCona, 1D 1968, with a •jor ill ~a1ca1 nceive4 Master 
of Sci•noe ill Statiatica troll Oklahoaa State UAiTenit.7, 
Stillwater, Oklabaa, 1a 19761 ooapleted the ntuire•nta 
for the Maater of Soi•DC• d.eg1'M 1a O•puting u4 InfoJ:a• 
tloa Soiw• at Okl.abou. state OdftZ'l!lit.1, ill D•o•aber, 
19T/. 
P.r:ofeeeional &xpci•m•a Jaior prograa &nil aratea wlJBt h 
Shtajb llotor Co., seoul, Iona, 1968-701 gnd•te reeec'Oh 
aaala-.it. ia Depu:taent of Stat1et.1ca, Oklahoma State 
Ullivenit.7, SUllwater, Okl&boa, 1973-1't-s grad.•te research 
uaiataat in tile Dep&rt.-nt of Muapaent. science, Oklahoaa 
staw Ulliwnit.1, Stillwater, Oklabo9a, troa 11&1. 19?4 to 
.. ,, 19.,,. 
